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SJSU tries to cut fall layoffs
Possible faculty loss due to low enrollment
By Scott Knies
Steps are now being taken that
would minimize potential faculty
layoffs next fall resulting from
declining enrollment at SJSU, SJSU
President Gail Fullerton announced
Tuesday.
Fullerton discussed the possible
loss of faculty positions, the
university’s overall image and
Athletic
with the
problems
Department during a campus press
conference.
The faculty is concerned about
not getting a cost of living increment, Fullerton said, but the
immediate focus is on how to deal
with a loss of positions.
If the university reaches the
point of layoffs it will be because of
lack of work or lack of funds,
Fullerton said.
Both tenured professors and
those on probationary status could
be out of a job, she said. Fullerton
also hinted at possible legal action
challenging the layoffs.
"’They (layoffs) are not
pleasant things to contemplate."
The Academic Senate is approaching the problem of a loss of
faculty positions realistically and
carefully, she said.
The Academic Senate is trying
to be as "objective as you can when
your own livelihood is at stake," she
said.
Plans to develop new courses
and place professors in other areas
are being formulated to help out the
SJSU schools where enrollment has
declined, she said.
A census in late September
showed SJSU enrollment at 26,990,
down 1,367 from last year. Present
enrollment is the lowest in three
years. There were 28,357 students
attending SJSU in fall semester 1977
and 27,312 in fall 1976.
Lending faculty to other
disciplines and offering supplemental programs such as social
supporting
electives
science
business or engineering was
suggested by Fullerton.
"We need faculty redevelopment in other directions where there
is student interest," she said.
Another step being discussed is
a new method of computing
student/faculty ratios for a richer
student-to-faculty mix.

Fullerton concerned herself
most with the "mission" statement
in SJSU’s self study for the Western
Association of Schools and Colleges
Accreditation team, which was on
campus Tuesday.
"We have never had a formal
mission statement on this campus,"
she said. "Mission is the touchstone - it gives us all the same image of
SJSU."
By focusing more on mission,
Fullerton sees a clearer image of
SJSU being projected.
"We are not an isolated campus
in the middle of an educational
community. We need to look at this
university in relation with neighboring institutions."
With an overall mission, SJSU
has established "a realistic and
useful set of curricular priorities
that will best serve our con-

stituency," Fullerton said.
A response from the PCAA
concerning alleged academic and
financial violations of NCAA rules
by the SJSU men’s athletic department is expected in two weeks,
Fullerton reported.
The response from the PCAA on
an investigation chaired by
Fullerton over the summer when she
was still executive vice president
was due before Labor Day.
The matter is not yet out of the
PCAA’s hands, she added.
When asked what she least
expected when taking over as SJSU
president two months ago, Fullerton
responded: "I didn’t expect so many
problems with athletics.
"I really thought we were going
to have a 10-2 year and no
problems..."
She said the athletic problems

have taken up a "disproportionate"
amount of her time.
"It is impossible for the
president not to be involved with
something the community at large is
so concerned with," Fullerton said.
She is keeping "a very careful,
first-hand view of the whole
operation," she reported.
In responding to a question
about a recent San Jose Mercury
article quoting Spartan Foundation
members calling for football coach
Lynn Stiles’ job, Fullerton said
"words were put in their mouths"
and the Spartan Foundation
members "haven’t been leaning that
hard."
Fullerton also added that all
personnel changes are her ultimate
responsibility.

Gail Fullerton

Gridder says dealer loaned him car
By Lisa M. Young
SJSU football player Dexter
Tisby claims that Santa Clara car
salesman Dave Parker of AndersonBehel Porsche Audi loaned him the
1978 Audi-Fox for which he is being
charged with grand theft auto and
possession of stolen property.
Tisby said he will enter a not
guilty plea Nov. 7 at 9 a.m. in
Municipal Court.
The Spartan Daily was unable to
contact Parker by press time
yesterday.
Tisby was arrested Oct. 13 by
University Police in front of West
Hall in connection with the Aug. 4
car theft after a parking control
officer cited the vehicle for a
parking violation.
In a routine computer check,
University Police found the car,
marked California license plate
number 4752 Dealer 15A, had been
reported stolen Aug. 5.
Tisby, who is out of jail on bail
and attending classes, claimed that
he and a friend met Parker two or
three weeks before Parker "loaned"
him the car on Aug. 4.
"We’d gone in and talked to him
before," Tisby said. "So when I was
out that way again looking at cars, I

went over and talked to him."
Tisby said he made it clear to
Parker that, although he might be
able to get some money from his
cousin in Montreal, he was not
going to buy a car that day. He said
he told Parker he needed a car to
drive to Los Angeles to pick up some
stereo equipment.
According to Tisby, Parker gave
him the keys to the Audi Fox and
didn’t tell him when to come back
with it.
"He knew I needed the car to go
to L.A. and even showed me how
much room there was in back for the
stereo equipment," Tisby claimed.
"I know this whole thing wouldn’t

have happened if I’d brought the car
back the next week, but he knew I
needed the car to go to practice and
stuff."
Being loaned the car was
nothing out of the ordinary, according to Tisby, since it had
"happened before" when he was
playing football at Washington State
University in 1975 and 1976 and with
friends of his in San Diego.
"I’ve gotten cars before, I’ve
gotten houses, all kinds of stuff," he
said.
Tisby had the Audi Fox for
nearly two months and said he had
gotten parking tickets within that
time and had even been stopped for

running a stop sign by an officer. He
said he thought the officer ran a
check on the car, but that he wasn’t
issued a ticket.
Tisby had no contact with
Parker until he’d been arrested and
booked in the Santa Clara County
Jail where he said he called Parker
"to find out what was happening."
"All he said was ’Why did you do
it?" according to Tisby.
Tisby disputes Parker’s claim
that he identified himself as a
Stanford defensive back. He said
Parker may have misunderstood
him because they had discussed an
SJSU-Stanford game during their
conversation.

Caucus says
New College
lacking input
By Steve J. Hastings
New College students and
faculty charged Provost Lawrence
Chenoweth with "violations" in
recent personnel decisions at the
school in a closed meeting Monday
afternoon.

They then unanimously passed
two proposals asking Chenoweth to
explain student and faculty input on
faculty hiring, review and retention,
according to Paul Oler, New College
lecturer. A proposal from a caucus
of non-tenured New College faculty
asked particularly for an explanation of the decision denying
contract renewals to New College
lecturers Bill McCormack and
Robin Clyde.
The New College Student
Caucus, made up of at least 15 New

College students, contended in their
proposal that the lack of student
input in personnel procedures was
"in direct violation of state law,
university policy and the New
College founding documents."
The
non -tenured
faculty
proposal noted "uncertainty and
lowered morale among students,
non-tenured and tenured faculty,"
and called for Chenoweth to clarify
personnel policies.
The town meeting voted to have
Chenoweth respond in writing to the
proposals by Monday, Nov. 6.
Oler, a member of the non tenured faculty caucus, said he
expected Chenoweth to respond to
the proposals.
"For Larry (Chenoweth) not to
respond would be in total disregard
of the authority of the town
meeting," Oler said.
Chenoweth, who told the Daily
he was too busy to respond to these
proposals until later this week, has
declined to comment on personnel
matters in the past.
"On personnel matters, I won’t
communicate
my
views,"
Chenoweth said in an interview last
week. "The reason I don’t do it is
because university policy prevents
me from doing so."
Bobby Joe Caveney, a member

of the New College Student Caucus,
circulated an open letter dated Sept.
28 stating that he had found nothing
in university policy preventing
student input in personnel decisions.
Chenoweth, on the other hand,
said a procedure passed by the
Academic Senate last June 13, titled
"Appointments, retentions, Tenure
and Promotions Standards and
Procedures for Regular Academic
Employees" supported his position.
Chenoweth said Caveney’s findings
"were not correct."
Caveney
claims
that
Chenowoth, with the help of Dean of
Faculty Robert Sasseen, was
responsible for the removal of
McCormack and Clyde.
He also claims he was
responsible for the decision to deny
renewal of their yearly contracts at
New College was made without the
recommendation of either the
Faculty -Student Advisory Committee fFSAC I or the Personnel
Committee, made up of tenured New
College faculty.
McCormack, who now teaches
one course in psychology, had been a
lecturer at New College since its
first year of operation in 1968. Clyde
taught at New College for four
years, and now is in academic
counseling.

’No-show’ disease called chronic;
Doctors hope it is not contagious
41011-
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Nancy
student
SJSU
Cadigan tries out the new
campus ski run on the lawn
behind the Faculty Office
buiilding. The snow was
imported from Lake Tahoe.

The SJSU wide receiver has
been suspended from the team until
dispensation of the case.
If convicted of grand theft auto
and possession of stolen property,
Tisby could face a penalty of 16
months to two-to-three years in a
federal penitentiary with a possible
maximum fine of $5,000, according
to a county district attorney.
On Oct. 16, Detective Sgt.
William Correll of University Police
said the sentence could be
downgraded to joyriding which
would carry a minimum sentence of
six months in the county jail or a
$500 fine.

Provost charged with policy violations

A town meeting of about 45
students and faculty of New College
Med to close the last half of the
meeting to the Spartan Daily and
non-New College majors.

Slip sliding
away...

by Allison McLaughlin

By Christine Lewis
A chronic, low-grade infection
nags the Student Health Service, and
the administration hopes it’s not
contagious.
In addition to being bothersome,
the disorder costs approximately
$831 per month or the equivalent of a
physician’s salary for one week,
according to figures just released by
Dr. Raymond Miller, Health Service
director.
The problem is "no-shows"
students who make appointments to
see a campus physician and then
don’t come in.
The doctor ends up waiting most
of the designated appointment time,
assuming the student is late, Miller
explained. Doctors hesitate to take a
drop-in or on-call patient in case the
regularly scheduled student should
arrive, he pointed out.
The solution would be for
students to call and cancel their
appointments, Miller said. In that
way, the physician is free to help
others waiting in the lobby.
"We just want students to be
aware that when they do not show up
they are really cheating someone
else out of valuable time," he said.
Miller cited figures recently

compiled for September that showed
2,466 drop-in visits and 1,076 appointments, of which 188 were noshows.
He added that another 51
students called in to cancel their
appointments.
Cancellations would be appreciated even if only five minutes
before the appointment, Miller said,
because a drop-in patient could then
be "slipped in."
"All you have to do is pick up the
telephone and call 277-3329 to cancel," he urged.
The number is manned from 8
a.m. to 10 p.m., he pointed out.
Miller said some campuses have
a minimum charge of approximately $1 for no-shows. But he
is reluctant to levy penalty charges
because of poor public relations.
Another solution he considered
is to call students the night before to
remind them of appointments, he
said, but that would entail additional
expense.
Miller also recommended
students attempt to make prior
appointments before visiting the
Health Service, since drop-ins
sometimes wait from 15 minutes to
one hour to see a doctor.

Also, telephone appointments
are made only for students with
prior health history on file at the
Service. A new patient must visit the
first time in order to fill out a health
history card and have student status
verified, he said.

South Africa war
within two years,
predicted by exile

(See pages 6 and 7)

A statement from the town
meeting by Caveney regarding the
proposals will be made soon.
Another town meeting has been
scheduled for next Monday, to hear
Chenoweth’s response.

Guest
forum
today
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos, D-San Jose, will be the
featured guest today for Student
Union Forum, a new question and
answer program that will be
broadcast live over KSJS.
Vasconcellos, elected to the
Assembly in 1968 and chairman of
the
Senate
Post -secondary
Education Committee, will answer
questions from the audience concerning tuition for the California
State University and Colleges
system.
The program will commence at
4 p.m. in the Student Union
Guadalupe Room. The public is
invited to attend and ask the
assemblyman questions.
The Student Union Forum will
be a weekly issues and answers
program featuring:
Tom McEnery, San Jose City
Council member and former
member of the City Planning
Commission.
Bob Murphy, athletic director at
SJSU.
Ed Zant, Spartan Shops
manager and Harry Wineroth,
Bookstore manaeer
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Gays are human too
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Intolerance is a sin
By Don McCarthy
Not all Christians are bigots,
despite what you see in the Daily.
Throughout the long debate on
this page over the issue of gay
rights, nearly all anti-gay rights
letters have been written by people
(-ailing themselves Christians.
These pious wonders inform us
that God’s Word explicitly directs
them to condemn homosexuals. Are
the!, reading the Bible with one eye
closed?
True, homosexuality is a sin
according to the Bible, so is anything
else which separates human beings
from God. That, to use a cliche,
covers a multitude of sins, including
intolerance, condemnation and
"causing your brother to stumble."
Don McCarthy is a
Spartan Daily reporter

God condemns an unrepentant
homosexual as He will any
unrepentant sinner. To those who
sincerely seek to overcome sin, He is
faithful to forgive.
But the eternal condemnation of
the hardened homosexual is quite a
different matter than the denial of
employment.
We are not the condemners. The
role of the Christian is not to give the
gay another problem by denying
him or her a livelihood.
The Christian is supposed to be
concerned for the gay and to show
him the love of Jesus Christ. You’re
not going to minister very effectively to someone by throwing
him out of a job.
If sin is to be the criteria for
employment, most of us will never
be hired.
By virtue of their inclusion in the
Ten Commandments, some sins are
apparently more important than
homosexuality.
Do Christians want to fire
teachers who commit adultery,
covet property, use the Lord’s name
in vain, bear false witness, put
strange god’s I money) before
Christ?
I do not have children, but if I
did, I trust my faith and the faith of
my family would be stable enough
not to be threatened by the presence
of a homosexual teacher in our lives.
The gay, like all human beings
is. to some degree, out of touch with
(’hrist. The extent to which people
put down others is a reflection of
their own evil.
I know, that Like me, many

Christians revel in sins as grevious
as homosexuality.
C.S. Lewis believed Christians
should not try to legislate morality.
There is a fundamental dichotomy
between spiritual principle and an
ungodly social system. The one
cannot be applied to the other.
Whenever! hear a Christian tell
me he or she supports the Briggs

Initiative because God condemns
homosexuality, lam sickened.
I urge my brothers and sisters in
Christ to display the love of God by
caring for the gay, befriending him,
respecting him and treating him
with dignity ass human being. Only
that way, will a homosexual be
willing to hear the gospel and look at
his own sin.

A CARP by any other
name still smells fishy
By Brad Haugaard
Say hello to the Unification Church.
The Unification Church, the members of which are sometimes known as
"Moonies" after the group’s founder, Sun Myung Moon, has moved into
downtown San Jose and is trying to recruit members from SJSU.
The group does not operate under the name of the Unification Church,
but under the guise of CARP ( Collegiate Association for the Research of
Principles).
Having seen the suspiciously Unification-Church-like newspaper
"Pacific Student Times," published by CARP, I was double suspicious when
a college-age man from Japan, he said ) came up to me in Hoover Hall
dormitory and asked if I was interested in a movie advertised by a flyer on
the wall.
The ad was for a showing of Charlie Chaplin’s movie "The Great Dictator" soda discussion following.
The flyer jumped out at me because it had the same emblem as the
newspaper a little figure with arms and legs outstretched inside a circle
and it was sponsored, the ad said, by CARP.
Are you a member of the Unification Church? I asked after discovering
he was a member of CARP.
No, he said at first.
Is CARP associated with any religious group?
No. Why do you ask?
Because I saw your newspaper and it had a religious emphasis.
Oh.
As he had said the CARP members lived together, I asked, Are any of
the people you live with members of the Unification Church?
Um yes.
Do you have the same beliefs as the Unification Church?
Well yes.
Then you are a member of the Unification Church. Why didn’t you just
tell me that in the first place?
Because when I was in New York and I told people I was a member of
the church they didn’t like it because there have been many bad things in the
press about it.
The previous conversation has been abbreviated, but is accurate.)
Well, now I do believe the accusation by the press that church members
are less than honest about who they are, eveh when asked directly.
I’m also inclined to believe other accusations made against the group
brainwashing, soaking members and their families for all their money,
having converts sell flowers on the streets and live very modestly while
Moon lives in mansions, encouraging members to break away from their
families, etc.
He said, among other things, that the San Jose group started here just
"several" months ago and is growing. He said some of the members go to
area junior colleges and another group is working at Stanford.
We departed with a handshake, despite his intended deception.
I bear him no malice and hope he bears me none for this article. I just
hope and pray he soon realizes what he is giving his life to, and turns away
from it.

Media turns campaigns
into popularity contests
By Lee G. Sherman
All the hoopla and excitement of the
governor’s race came to SJSU last
Friday when our campus was visited
by Jerry Brown, the most unconventional governor in our
country today.
Brown’s appearance here was
most important because he was
placed before voters to answer
questions, enabling those present to
judge the man.
I like Jerry Brow
like his
progressive political philosophy that
addresses itself to the realities of
today, rather than the promises of
an uncertain future. Though he is not
the perfect politician and who is
nowadays I prefer him being in
Sacramento to his opponent.
While I know Brown’s and
Younger’s stand on the majority of
the issues and feel I can sensibly
decide between the two, I don’t have
this same confidence as far as the

other races are concerned, mainly
because I know almost nothing of the
candidates involved.
In the race for Lt. Governor, we
have two enigmas for candidates. I
know that Mike Curb, Republican
challenger, is a recording company
executive from Southern California.
Lee Sherman is a
Spartan Daily reporter

Thirty and 60-second TV
campaign spots reveal nothing of
Curb the candidate, only pointing
out that he "will make a great Lt.
Governor." Based on these meager
facts, I imagine that Curb could
throw some really great disco
parties for the legislature, but does
he have the ability to co-govern the
most populous state in the country?
Democratic incumbent Mervyn

[letters
Confidentiality broken
Editor:
I did not enjoy reading the blowby-blow description of why I
dismissed three players from the
SJSU basketball team in the Spartan
Daily.
When I was asked questions by
the Mercury News and Spartan
Daily reporters as to what exactly
took place, my wish was to reply as
accurately as possible. I proceeded
to reveal to them my written explanation to the Assistant Athletic
Director of what transpired, my
decision and my reasons behind that
decision. The letter was written for
the purpose of having a record on
file in the event the disciplined
players requested a grievance
hearing.
I made this information
available within minutes to both
reporters so that neither would be
"scooped" by the other. The information was understood that it
was to remain confidential and to be
used only for background and
clarification.
A thorough explanation of why I
demanded confidentiality was given
to both parties. The principal reason
was that the three players had made
a mistake and had already been
disciplined enough. Any further
publicity of a more personal nature
would have a detrimental effect on
their careers and future options.
The Mercury News reported
that Ron Chisholm, Robe. 1. Bishop
and Arthur Graham had been
dismissed from the team for
disciplinary reasons. He did not
violate my request for confidentiality. However, the Spartan
Daily may have seriously hindered
the basketball future of three young
men. Is a story more important than
the future of these young people who
made a mistake?
My credibility and honesty are
now in question and I don’t blame
them. I told one of the athletes that I
would reveal the facts only to answer questions with the guarantee

that the information would be "off
the record."
I also told him that
if the newspapers printed any
details, the athletes would have to
volunteer that information.
There is no acceptable explanation that you can give me that
would make me understand what
your justification can be. I will not
buy a "lack of communication."
Why didn’t the reporter who
received the information write the
story?
It is my understanding that
Keith Kropp honored my request
and would not write the story.
Therefore, an anonymous writer
must have been used.
How can such disregard for the
welfare of students take place in an
educational setting? We are not a
professional basketball team and
you are not a professional
newspaper. I can understand that. I
just hope the players involved can
also
Ivan Guevara
Head Basketball Coach

ever played for a full 15 minutes
while marching? I doubt it. It’s not
as easy as you think.
As for our high-schoolish formations, give us a break. This is our
first year back so I hope no one was
expecting the same caliber of
performance as Ohio State or
Michigan! Our directors Scott
Pierson and Bill Nicolosi have spent
months writing and re-writing the
shows before even seeing the band
and knowing what kind of experience is in it.
We prepare a new show every
week or two. This includes learning
all new music, flag work, and a
marching drill. The band practices
four to five days a week. For all this
work, we only receive one unit. We

do it because we want San Jose State
University to have a band and some
entertainment at the games.
There are only so many timeouts, quarter breaks, and touchdowns at the games. We have played
at every one of them. So open your
ears.
Nancy Novo
Architecture junior

Fonda publicity
Editor:
When a top-rated academy
award winning actress comes to
SJSU to speak why wasn’t more
publicity given on her behalf?
I was really disappointed to see

such a poor turnout when Jane
Fonda came to speak at SJSU. She
turned out to be much more than just
a "famous movie star speaking on
current issues". Besides being a
brilliant actress, she proved to be a
very intelligent and interesting
speaker. She spoke honestly and
knowledgeably on issues concerning
us all.
It’s too bad more people couldn’t
have heard her. Maybe the loss of
$1,100 will make SJSU realize they
need to publicize important events
better.
Kathleen E. Dinshaw
Computer Science graduate student

Stuffing
Editor:
Dan Miller’s columns read as if
he were smoking the stuffing of the
’straw men’ he uses in them. I’d
keep it quiet that he is a Daily
reporter if! were you.
Michael Dutton
History Senior

OCCUr.

Can’t decide between Semour
Doppelfinger and Wayne Wainright
for city dogcatcher? Don’t worry,
you’re not alone.

Spartan Daily

Editor’s note: It was the
Spartan Daily’s understanding that
when Coach Guevara told a reporter
to use his judgment to writing the
article he was giving his consent to
the use of the material In the
memorandum.
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Give us a break
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Editor:
This is in response to Nancy
Hewitt’s letter stating that the
marching band should play more at
the football games. Obviously
Hewitt has never been in a band of
any kind.
First of all, as for playing the
full 15 minutes during pre-game, the
main part of our performance that
night is our half-time show. The pregame is a warm-up to get the crowd
Into the spirit of the game. Have you

Dymally is fighting an uphill battle
for re-election and charges from the
Curb camp that Dymally is involved
in political corruption within the
state haven’t helped him any.
During the campaign, Dymally
has been conspicuously absent from
Brown’s side and the Governor’s
lukewarm endorsement at Friday’s
rally only did more to fuel rumors of
Dymally’s falling out with Brown.
Granted, the job of Lt. Governor
is.aqt tisa..znot importok:ase, but
very littlhas-been searre0aanrd of
Dyinallyk recent months.
All other races, from Attorney
General on down, are equally
cloudy.
How can voters be expected to
logically choose between candidates
when they know almost nothing of
the respective candidates positions
on the important issues in this
election?
the whole
Unfortunately,
election process has become more of
a media manipulated popularity
contest, where candidates are
packaged for a discriminating ’
public eye. Slick media advertising
has reduced the election process to
the point where a candidate can win
office on looks and campaign !
rhetoric alone.
Advertising is fine for selling
swamp-root deodorant and laundry
detergent, but it’s no way for voters
to judge candidates in a Democratic
society.
Perhaps this is why attendance
at voting polls has been steadily
declining over the last decade, the
Carter-Ford presidential campaign
being the only exception.
Political analysts chalk up this
trend to voter apathy. However, I
believe that voters are turned off by
media campaigning and being
unable to decide between two "invisible" candidates, are staying
away from the polls.
I wish there was a law that
required any person running for
public office to debate their opponent on television or radio, but
since any law in this area would
have to come out of our own
legislature, it’s a sure bet not to
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Letter policy
The Spartan Daily welcomes
letters from readers expressing
individual viewpoints.
Letters should be typed, triple-spaced and must include the
writer’s major, class standing,
address, telephone number and
signature.
Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves
the right to edit for length, style
or libel.
Letters should be submitted
at The Daily Office 1.1C 209)
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
weekdays, or by mail to the
For= Page, do the Spartan
Daily, San Jose State University,
125 S. Seventh St., San Jose, CA
95112.
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SEVEN CHAPTERS
OF PHILOSOPHY
FOR TOMORROW AND A
ROCK CONCERT TONIGHT

YOU CAN DO IT!
It gets down to what you want to do and what you
have to do. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics lesson and you can do ithandle all the
work college demands and still have time to enjoy
college life.
You can dramatically increase your reading speed
today and that’s just the start. Think of the time,
the freedom you’d have to do the things you want
to do. For twenty years the ones who get ahead

have used Reading Dynamics. It’s the way to read
for today’s active worldfast, smooth, efficient.
Don’t get left behind because there was too much
to read. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics lesson today. You can dramatically
increase your reading speed and learn about
advanced study techniques in that one free
lesson. Make the college life the good life. With
Reading Dynamics you can do it.

SCHEDULE OF FREE LESSONS
LAST TWO DAYS
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
2:30, 5:30 or 8:00 P.M.
HOLIDAY INN DOWNTOWN
282 ALMADEN BLVD.

0 EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS

C
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A ’different’ Henry VIII

’Royal Gambit’ a good bet
By Kevin Fagan

by Paul ChInn
heater Arts senior David Smith, as Henry VIII, woos his second wife Anne Boleyn, played by Theater
Arts senior Nancy Larsen-Ravicchio during Royal Gambit,’ which opens tonight at the University
Theater. She agrees to marry him, but soon afterward becomes the first of the infamous king’s
chopping -block victims.
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Given the plot of
"Royal Gambit," opening
tonight at the University
Theatre, you might expect
the scriptwriter to go wild
with bloody head -chopping
scenes and hedonistic
feasts. Any story about the
infamous King Henry VIII
and his six wives lends
itself beautifully to that.
But tonight’s play goes
further. Supported by a
well -seasoned and excellently capable cast, it
paints a sober, careful
portrait of the reputedly
ruthless king as a humanist
symbol of modern man.
The monarch may
have used and discarded
his women like hot dog
wrappers, but according to
Royal Gambit," written
by Hermann Gressieker,
the guy wasn’t all that bad.
Played by graduate
student David Smith,
Henry is a just kingwhen
it’s convenient and to his
advantage to be so.
Surrounding himself with
able advisors, he manages
16th century England with
a matter-of-fact conscience
for what is good for the
people rather than what the
European Catholic Church
dictates is right.

By Sean Silverthorne
Henry VIII, known
today primarily as a
glutton and the man
responsible for separating
Anne Boleyn from her
head, may not have been
such a terrible King after
all, according to "Royal
Gambit," opening tonight
at the University Theater.
"His excesses can’t be
chuckled
denied,"
"Gambit" director and
Theater Arts professor
Noreen Mitchell. "But
those were at the end of his
life. The fact remains that
Henry was a very good
king who surrounded
himself with brilliant
advisors."
The drama, written by
Hermann Gressieker and
first published in 1959,
explores the relationships
of Henry and his six wives,
and shows the king to be
the first "modern man,"
Mitchell said.
"He was married to six
of the most brilliant women
of the Tudor period,"
Mitchell said. "Henry was
dependent on women and
they were extremely in-
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are his wives, and although
the effect is a dynamic
personality profile of the
seven characters, any
historical perspective is
almost totally absent.
Unless the viewer knows
the Tudor period context of
the play, Henry’s political
story as a monarch blows
right by.
That’s a small failing,
though. Even if only seen
as a husband -and -wife
wives) story, the play,
directed
by
Noreen
Mitchell, is a successful
emotional probe and good
entertainment.
Alternately
intertwined and juxtaposed

fluential on him."
The playwrite finds
strong political, economic
and religious ties between
Henry’s 16th centruy world
and today, Mitchell said,
and the last of Henry’s
wives, Kate Parr, is shown
to be a forerunner of the
liberation
women’s
movement.
The unethical nature of
theme
politics,
a
as
sees
Gressieker
universal, is reflected in
the set for
" Gambit, "
which Allows a chess board.
pieces
have
chess
"We
move about the board and
reflect a character at a
particular time," Mitchell
commented. "Henry, for
instance, is shown at one
time to be spawn."
The production has
entailed arduous research
on behalf of its cast
members, she said, with
David Smith, who portrays
Henry, consulting more
than 50 works on Henry and
the Tudor period.
"Royal Gambit" will
also use music composed
by the monarch himself, as
well as other music by
Henry’s contemporaries,
according to the director.
will
dances
Period
highlight the show.
"Henry was truly a
renaissance man," Mitchell said. "He was a
musician, composer, poet,
was fluent in five
highly
languages,
educated, and possessed
unqualified charisma.
transcended
He
history."
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to the Henry character,
each of the six wives plays
their part with well-studied
precision as to their independent role in the king’s
life.
The first and foremost
of the wives, Katarina of
Aragon, played by senior
Linda Van Polen, stands
steady throughout the play
as the symbol of old -order
reason as opposed to

Play Review

Good guy Henry
in campus play
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This takes brashness
ego,
and enormous
characteristics
depicted with perfection by
Smith. Seemingly compassionate and tender one
moment, he explodes into
bursts of rage the next
when things don’t go his
way.
lInfortunately, the only
objects of Henry’s
emotions during the play

41?ed

Henry’s brashness.
Polen
plays her
motherly role as Henry’s
conscience masterfully.
Not dominating the stage,
as her part might allow,
she calmly and subtly slips
in and out of scenes to
express conservative
disgust at Henry’s "sinful"
ways and provides needed
old -order perspective.
The other wives are
senior Nancy LarsenRavicchio as Anne Boleyn;
senior Patricia Bullian as
Jane Seymour; graduate
student Victoria Robertson
as Anna of Cleves; Jane
Lynn Hutchison as Kathryn
Howard and Jenny Anne
Gispen-Schultz as Kate
Parr.
Each gives a uniformly
fine performance as they
cyclically march through
Henry’s life and are done
away with, peacefully or
not, (or not at all, in the
case of Parr, who outlives
the merry monarch).
Augmenting
the
somber tone of the play is
its chessboard setting.
Throughout
the
performance, three-foot high

chess pieces are placed .tro
the side or at the center of
the stage, reflecting the
action at the time. For
instance, when Anne
Boleyn was awaiting her
death and Henry danced
and laughed with his next
wife, Jane Seymour, a king
and bishop (symbolizing
Henry and the church)
stand on one side as opposed to a queen and pawn
(symbolizing Jane and
Anne) on the other.
,
Other props are ;
sparse. They include two ;
benches, a center platform ;
and a huge renaissance
painting in the background.
Complimenting this is the
music played during the
performance,
which :
consists of renaissance :
recorder pieces by senior :
John Ryan and an oiccasional song by Smith’s
actual wife, Susan.
:
The effect fits perfectly I
with the sparsity 9f players
--there are no other I
characters other then
Henry and his wives.
But there doesh’t
really have to be. Small :
productions like this can :
either fall flat or work and
be tremendously successful, since the actors
have more responsibility
and little to fall back on..
This one works.
"Royal Gambit" runs
tonight through Saturday,
with an 8 p.m. curtain time.
A special 2 p.m. matinee
has been added -’on
Saturday.
Ticket prices are $3
general admission, and
$1.50 for students and
senior citizens for all
performances. For details,
call the theater box office
at 277-2777.

Jazz Ensemble Concert in the Concert Hall of the
Music Building at 8:15 tonight.
Prague String Quartet at 8 tonight at Morris Dailey
Auditorium. Students $5, general $6.
"Royal Gambit" at 8 this evening at the University
Theater. Students $1.50, general $3.
Casino Night, sponsored by Recreation 97 and
Resident Halls Programs will present live jazz combos at
9 tonight at the Dining Commons.
EOCAI
Eulipia Crepe Cafe: David Rey, ’f olk singer, tonight;
John Handy, saxophone player, Friday and Saturday; big
band music Monday.
"Give ’em Hell Harry!" at the San Jose Center for the
Performing Arts at 8 p.m. Monday, starring Kevin McCarthy. Tickets at San Jose Box Office ( 246-1160 ), Macy’s.
BASS and all major ticket agencies.
Camera One: "The Seventh Seal" and "The
Magician" tonight and Friday; "Modern Times," "cit.)
Lights," and "Monsieur Verdous" Saturday and Sunday;
"The Turning Point" Monday through Wednesday
Students $2, non-students $2.50 Call the theater for times
294-3800.
"The Lion in Winter" opening at the University ol
Santa Clara 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday and 7 p.m
Sunday at Louis B. Mayer Theater. Tickets available at
the USC box office.
Bodega, Campbell: New Riders of the Purple Sage
Thursday night; Mark Ford Band Friday and Saturday
Call the Bodega for prices and times, 374-4000.
Smokey Mountain Saloon: Ball Taylor Band tonight
Wichita Friday and Saturday. Call the Saloon for. in
formation. 866-8288.
Wordworks Inc.: "New York Now," contemporan
trends in women’s art. Continuing through Nov. 17,
NOT SO IOCAl
The Greg Kihn Band tomorrow at Keystone Berkeley
Call 1415) 864-2333 for prices and time.
Hamblin’ Jack Elliot today at The Boarding House
441-4333 for time.
San Francisco, $5. Call ()514
Hall and Oates tomorrow at 8 p.m. at the Berkelei
Community Theater. Tickets availablc at BASS, $5.50
$6.50, $7.50.
Jerry Garcia Band today at Keystone Berkeley. Cal
the Keystone for prices and times. (415)841-9903.
Flying Burrito Brothers with the Jerry Garcia Baru
tomorrow and Saturday at Keystone Berkeley. Call thi
Keystone for prices and times. (415) 841-9903.
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Ex-farmer Monroe creates bluegrass music
By Jon Bernal
Forty
years
ago,
somewhere in the hills of
,Kentucky, a young farmer
nruned Bill Monroe mixed
-the music of gospel,
Methodist Baptist, blues,
-jazz and Scotch bagpipe
:and added a personal dash
;Of hard -driving rhythm to
the combination.
What he came up with
was a style of music known
to the world as Bluegrass
named for the bluegrass
state of Kentucky from
which it sprang.
Since that time, Bill
Monroe has spread that

high, lonesome, country
sound.
"A lot of people would
have wanted it to be
electric and added a lot of
horns and drums, but that
stuff doesn’t belong there,"
he added. "You got to keep
it pure and simple."
Monroe said that
simplicity stretches back
to his early childhood days
when his uncle Pen used to
sit on the porch after shard
day of farming and play his
fiddle.

Roadwork has
Baker.
taken the band all across
but the
nation,
the
Bluegrass Boys usually
don’t stray from Nashville
for more than three weeks
at a time, according to
Monroe.

Jose in a couple years," he
added. "It’s fine here."
Monroe, who began by
playing during intermissions at movie
theaters, has recnetly
played at places like
Carnegie Hall and Madison
Last
Square Garden.
spring in Michigan, the

"I enjoy the roadwork," he said. "I look
forward to it because I
could visit a lot of friends
around the country.

Bluegrass Boys played
before 60,000 people the
largest audience they’ve

"I haven’t been to San

ever had
"We’ll play just as
hard for small audiences as
we will for large ones,"
Monroe said. "When we
did road work, we’d play
any little town.
"If I played a place for
a
week,"
he added
modestly, "and had enough
money to play the bills,
well, that was fine."
Monroe said he is a

"There was always a
fiddle, mandolin and a

Performer Profile
down-home music across
the nation and has become
a permanent fixture at the
Grand 01’ Opry in NashHe is
ville, Tennessee.
considered by many to be
the king of bluegrass music
and has earned a place in
the Country Music hall of
. fame.
Yet with all the
’publicity and fanfare
"surrounding him, Bill
’Monroe has remained as
uncomplicated, honest and
direct as the style of music
. he founded.
, Prior to playing a
concert at Morris Dailey
. Auditorium last Monday
night, the 67 -year -old
,father of bluegrass spoke
about his music and his
life.
"Bluegrass is the
greatest music it’s great
for the United States," he
said in an emphatic tone.
f4;It’s got feeling to it and a

2,-Musicians
o benefit
-Following

in its annual
’4radition, the SJSU Concert
Choir, under the directon of
music professor Charlene
Archibeque, will perform
in a fund raising performance Friday at 8:30
p.m.
The concert, which is
, presented in order to raise
funds for music scholarships, will include both the
Concert Choir and the
OrSymphony
SJSU
chestra, The concert will
.be held at St. Joseph’s
Church on Market Street in
’San Jose.

.
The orchestra, under
direction of Higo Harada,
will combine with the 110
, member choir to perform
"poulenc’s "Gloria", with
:Meta Malick singing the
-’aoprano solos.
The choir will also
perform Beethoven’s
."Mass in C," with featured
soloists soprano Janine
Nartuscelli, alto Mary
Enman, tenor Kenneth
Hannaford, and bass
Ronald Gerard.
Timothy Wilson will be
featured in the orchestra’s
presentation of Haydn’s
"Trumpet Concerto."

guitar around the house
and I learned to play all of
them after a while," he
drawled. "But music was
sort of a side thing and I
figured I’d be a farmer."
But by 1930, Monroe’s
thin nasal voice was
whining over the radio
airwaves and by 1934, his
brothers joined into the act.

’Bluegrass
is the
greatest
music.
It’s got
feeling
to it.’

"Ya know sir, that’s
the strangest feeling when
you’re doin’ a number and
that happens," he drawled,
his bright blue eyes
twinkling as his weathered
face broke into a rare
smile. "I’ve tried to make
up words but they usually
don’t rhyme."

syncopation to the melody
and lyrics to set his song
apart from other country
songs.

"But,"
he added
emphatically, "If I’m
playing and I make a

He admitted country
songs
sound
alike
sometimes, but added he
could distinguish any one

melody from another if he
had to.
"When I write a song,
sometimes I have to slave
over it," he added. "Other
times it just knits together
within a half-hour there’s
rei0 no tune set tune."
Although he said he
enjoys established country
artists like Marts Robbins,
Loretta Lynn and Don
Gibson, Monroe said he
also likes some of the new
talent breaking into the
country music world.
"There’s a lot of talent
coming along now," he
said. "People like Larry
Gatlin have a wonderful
voice he’s gonna be fine."
Looking back on his
own career, Monroe said
the music business has
been good to him.
"A.s far as makin’ a
name
I done that
alright," he said.
"And
I’ve seen a lot of country
and made a lot of friends I
probably wouldn’t have
seen otherwise."

Conductor & Music Director
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ALEXIS WEISSENBERG
(pianist)
November 17& 18. 8:30 p ni

ALL SCHUBERT PROGRAM
December 1 & 2. 830 p.rri

During those years his
band, the Bluegrass Boys,
has featured banjo players
like Earl Scruggs and Don
Reno and fillers like
Tommy Magnis and Kenny

Sponsored by:

by Jonathan Pullman Porter

W.E. Harding Co.. 502 S. Second, S.J.
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Ron ’Arnold Horshack’ Palillo
will star in S.J. Light Opera
Television performers
Ron Palillo, of "Welcome
and
Kotter,"
Back
Nehemiah Persoff will star
in the San Jose Civic Light
Opera production
of
"Oliver," at the Center for
the Performing Arts,
tonight through Sunday
night.
Based on the
Dickens novel,
Twist," the story
on the exploits of
orphan in
18th
London.

Charles
"Oliver
centers
a young
century

Palillo, who plays the
character
Arnold Horschak on "Welcome Back
Kotter," will portray the

Artful Dodger, a skillful
pick-pocket on the streets
of London who befriends
Oliver.

and "The Untouchables,"
will replace actor Ross
Martin,who exercised the
out-clause of his contract in
order to accept another
performance offer.

Local actor Sheff
Chastain will pay in the
title role as Oliver.

Michele Lee, television
and Broadway actress,
will be directing the
production, "Oliver" being
her first production role in
that capacity.

Persoff will star in the
role of Fagin, the leader of
the pickpockets.
2

Persoff,
who
has
starred
in television
programs
such
as
"Mission: Impossible,"

Ticket information and
for the
showtimes
production can be obtained
by calling the Civic Light
Opera’s Office, at 286-6841.
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And with all those
lyrics floating around in his
head, Monroe said he has
often fallen prey to the
terror of every musician
forgetting the words during
a performance.

When writing a song,
Monroe said he adds

GEORGE CLEVE

One year later, Monroe
was playing his own brand
of foot-stompin’ music at
the Grand 01’ Opry where’s
he’s been playing once a
week for the past 39 years.

Both the choir and
been
have
orchestra
rehearsing since the first
day of school, according to
Archibeque.

Stereo
Components

"I’ve written about 85
to 100 gospel tunes, 300
other songs, and 100 in
strumentals," he said. "I
probably know at least 500
other songs also."

mistake, I go right back
around and do the verse
over again to let ’em know I
caught it.’’

s41.44,68 --

"We played together
four years before we broke
up," he said. "Then they
wanted to get to what they
wanted to play and I
wanted my own sound
where I wouldn’t copy
anything."

p,

virtual encyclopedia of
lyrics, claiming he knows
as many songs as most
people in the music
business.

344-17811.
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Weinhard’s Private Reserve is
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Political leader, ’a man of destiny,
speaks to Black Students Union
By Don McCarthy
Selby Semela may be a
man of destiny. Or else
incredibly lucky.
The young South
African political leader
saw people standing next to
him gunned down by police
during the Soweto
demonstrations of 1976. He
eluded and outwitted police
and government agents in
his country to escape to
in the afBotswana
termath of the demonstrations.
Semela, now living in
Berkeley and attending
Merritt College, talked
with the Spartan Daily
F.’riday. Thursday, he

riddle a little girl with
scores of bullets as she
stepped out of the house
and gave the black power
salute.
While in Europe after
his escape, he was in a
Luftania airline crash in
Germany.
Frankfurt,
Ninety-seven people died in
the crash, five survived. He
survived another crash, in
London, in which 15 died.
He was ambushed on a
London street by men he
says were South African
agents. A few people
happened by the dark
street and the agents left
him beaten up.
exile,
his
Before

high schools. It quickly
became a protest against
the whole South African
apartheid system of black
servitude to the white man.
At its peak, 48,000 people
participated.
The attack on the
demonstrators by the
police convinced Semela
and his comrades armed
struggle is the only way to
change the government, he
said.
As a result, many of
the 5,000 political exiles are
in military training in
several countries, including Cuba and Russia,
according to Semela.

’...he saw police riddle a girl
with scores of bullets...’

One night during the
demonstrations, Semela
relates, he hid in a
cemetary and saw police
dumping 70 bodies of dead
protestors into two holes
and filling them up.

Semela was treasurer of
the South African Student
Movement, an organization
co-founded by the late
Steven Biko.
The Soweto demonstrations began as a protest
against the use of the
Afrikaan language in black

Semela went into
hiding for several weeks
after the demonstrations
while the government
blocked all roads out of the
country. He and two
friends escaped by giving
notice they had already left
the country.

spoke to the SJSU Black
Students Union.
Before leaving the
country he visited his
mother. He left her home
before 50 police surrounded
the place, thinking him
inside. From a neighboring
hut, he said, he saw police
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Percy Qoboza, editor of
The World, the now banned
newspaper,
black
published the false information. As Semela and
his two friends, Tsietsi
Mashinini and Barney
Makhatle, were the most
wanted of the Soweto
the
revolutionaries,
barricades were taken
down and the three fled to
Botswana.
Semela came to the
U.S. on a student visa and
received a State Department scholarship. He attends Merritt College.
"They

( the

State

Department) think they
are isolating me from the
struggle," Semela explained.
But he is here precisely
because of the U.S. in -

the cliche says, can be
deceiving. The polite, self
deprecating young man
will soon be leaving the
U.S. to take military
training, though he will not

death is still strong."
Semela himself has
suffered much for the
cause. He was detained
once for six months
following an illegal

’...the black people of South Africa
look upon U.S. as their enemy...’
volvement with the South
African government.
"The black people of
South Africa look upon the
U.S. as their enemy," he
said.
He spends much of his
time traveling throughout
the country, speaking on
the role of the U.S.
government and corporations in promoting
apartheid.
He was a speaker
during a University of
Michigan symposium on
whether the school should
de-invest its funds in U.S.
doing
corporations
business with South Africa
and has taught a seminar
on apartheid at UCBerkeley. The money he
earns goes to the black
cause in his country, he
said.
He said of fellow
revolutionary, Biko, whose
murder at the hands of
police last year touched off
coninternational
demnation of the white
government, "he was not
an extraordinary person or
a Messiah. He was a very
dedicated,
respected,
educated man. He was a
good speaker, writer and
good organizer.
"His death further
angered Blacks and gave
us somethingmore tofight
for. The anger from his

THREE STRIPES
FOR THE ROAD...

political rally ( all political
rallies opposing the
government are illegal, he
said). He was, he said,
tortured, beaten and was
given meals at drastically
irregular intervals to throw
off his system.
It took him three
months after his release,
he said, to regain his
sanity.
The face of the frail
22 -year -old
looking
revolutionary bears the
marks of his punishment.
Semela is a polite, soft
spoken man, who displays
strong emotion only when
discussing the issues of his
country. He wears simple
working man’s clothes. His
handshake is soft and light.
But appearances, as

say where. He predicts a
full scale revolutionary
war will begin in South
Africa within two years.
By that time, he says,
Blacks will have smuggled
in enough arms to
realistically oppose the
government. He intends to
be in his country when the
fighting begins.
He. denounces the
peace negotiation attempts
of U.N. Ambassador Andrew Young. Young’s plan
of over the table
negotiations will never
work, he said. He called
Young a puppet of
President Carter. "People
are no longer interested in
concessions," he said.
"Concessions will not fool
the people."

S.F. organization discourages
bank dealings in South Africa
Making loans to South Africa more trouble than they
are worth is the goal of Stop Banking on Apartheid
($BOA), a San Francisco-based organization.
According to $BOA, banks compute a "hassle" factor
into their decisions on all loans.
And the group is planning to hassle Bank of America
in a few weeks, according to Robin Mahone, who is
starting an $BOA office in San Jose.
The group is organizing a protest of B of A’s loaning
policy to South Africa Nov. 17. People will distribute
leaflets in front of B of A branches explaining the bank’s
record in South Africa, Mahone said.
Last June, 66 branches were protested, Mahone said
this month’s activities will be larger in scope.
According to Milo Hecathorne, an $BOA member, B of
A organized a consortium to prop up the financially failing
white government in 1960 following the Sharpeville
protests, when the government outlawed black trade
unions and all forms of opposition to apartheid.
Another $BOA member, Karen Johnson, finds a
parallel between the US. and South African governments.
"In this country we destroyed the Indians. In South

Discover the fragrance rage

of the decade.
SC)N1s.
Earthy, sensual
lovan Musk Oil
Pertume
Experience it
once, and
. you’ll want
it all Provocative
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S7
00,
Perfumed Dusting
.11$ Iti.k NI
Powder, 5 or 1,41 (St, and the
444(.11444LUnis Ott Set oi 2 iv
Cr logo., and 5 i, Dusting Powder tor $11 50
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$7 00:

Tenth St. Pharmacy

Buy a pair of adidas Formula I
running shoes in the next three
weeks and get a free adidas
T-shirt worth $6.00.
adidas will actually give you the
shirts off their backs to get you
running in their shoes For every
pair of Formula I S. you buy
between now and Saturday.
November 11 adidas will give
you a free T-shirt. worth $600
Just take the coupon bcdow to a
participating adidas dealer, buy
a pair of adidas Formula I running
shoes and a handsome adidas
T-shirt is yours
Formula I: An advanced design road shoe
with spoiler type heel extension for superior
shock absorption
The special traction profile of Formula
makes this shoe highly responsive storing
up touch -down energy throwing the leg
into a longer stride at lift oil
Road holding traction sole eliminates lateral
slip- the main cause of knee iniurres Full
padding at collar and molded heel counter
assure built-in support and protection
Nylon -leather upper provides natural air
conditioning where its needed Durable
rubber soles make this a true, long distance
shoe- - More miles tor your money
Formula I, only 538 95

To the consumer Present this coupon to a participating adidas dealer upon purchase
al one pair of shoes specified above This coupon is good tor one (I/ adidas T-shirt
with a auggeSled retail value Or S6 00
To Me dealer Clossco distributors lot adrdaS authorizes you fo accept this coupon tor
redemption We will credit your account in he amount of the dealer cos( of each rshirt
provided that you and the consumer hive complied with the terms of this coupon By
Subreithno fhia coupon tor payment you represent that you redeemed it pursuant to
these terms Any other use Could bring prosecution under US Mail fraud statutes
This coupon is nOnAssignable and May not be reproduced
Coupon will nOf be honored if presented through outside agencies brokers or others
who are not retail distributors 01 00; Merchandise of Specifically authorized boos to
present coupons tor redemption For redemption or prOperly received and handled
Coupon mail to Clossco 2100 Martin Avenue
Santa Clara CA 95050

T-shirt
Eladidas
when you
buy
one pair of adidas Formula I
(3322) running shoes.
Limit -Orm coupon per purchase
Coupon expires November 18 1978
For coupon to be valid
purchasers name and address
must appear in space provided below
Name
Street Address
_Apt 0City
Zip
State

PARTICIPATING DEALERS
San Jose State: Instep, Athlete’s Foot,
Athlete’s Attic, Freeman’s Sport Center,
Reed’s Sport Shop, Ryan’s Sport Shop,
San Jose, Vic’s Sports, Santa Clara

adidas

Selby Semela

Corner ot 10th Et Santa Clara
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Weekdays ’tit 9 - Weekends ’til 6

You may be
wondering
how this man
got a date
with this
gorgeous
woman;
Well.., he
impressed her
with his knowledge
on weekend
activities
that he found
in the
Good Times Guide

Africa, they said of the Blacks, ’hey, here’s a cheap labor
force’."
A few institutions, such as the World Council of
Churches and the United Auto Workers, have withdrawn
funds from companies and banks involved in South Africa.
The only major bank to make a concession is New
York’s Citibank, the nation’s second largest, which is no
longer making direct loans to the government of South
Africa. Citibank continues to make loans to South African
businesses, according to Hecathorne.
A rally against apartheid and celebration of the B of A
protests will be held in San Francisco Nov. 19.
Either Quincy Jones or Gil Scott Heron, black jazz
musicians, will provide entertainment, Johnson said.
Mahone said the group is also urging people to
withdraw their personal accounts from B of A on Nov. 17
and to explain to their branch manager the reason.
Among the Bay Area banks listed by $BOA as having
investments in South Africa are United California Bank,
Crocker, Security Pacific, Wells Fargo and the Sumitomo
Bank of California.
$BOA recommends Hibernia, Mechanics, Security
National and Central as banks which do not make loans in
South Africa.
Although she does not yet know where the San Jose
office will be located, Mahone said further information on
$BOA is available by calling 371-7028.

Need to work
for awhile?
See us.
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inquiry
South Africa’s history
of war and white rule
By Don McCarthy
South
Africa’s
, recorded history began
with the first Dutch settlement in 1652. Bantuspeaking tribesmen
:inhabited the interior
:regions of the territory
since the fifth century,
’radiocarbon dating indicates.
French Huguenots and
Germans followed the
Dutch and the three groups
’:formed
a
common
:language, Afrikaans. The
:language is a mixture and
simplification of Dutch and
-German. Descendants of
those white settlers are
alled Afrikaners.

The
discovery
of
diamonds and gold in the
Transvaal brought an
influx of foreigners, largely
British. Voting rights for
the new residents were
demanded and denied.
The conflict caused the
Anglo-Boer war in which
Britain
defeated
the
Afrikaners. Britain united
the provinces as the Union
of South Africa, and gave
control of the government
to the Afrikaner majority.
the
Throughout
political
development
blacks were ignored,
Donald Woods, exiled
former editor of the South

For 100 years,
Zulu tribesmen
fought nine wars...
For
100
years,
. beginning in 1779, Xhoso
and later, Zulu tribesmen
fought nine wars with white
frontier farmers.
,

Britain annexed the
territory in 1814 as part of a
post-Napoleonic diplomatic
deal. In 1820, 4,000 Britains
settled as a buffer between
the
Afrikaners
and
tribesmen.
Afrikaners established
the provinces of Transvaal
and the Orange Free State
while the British controlled
the coastal provinces.

African newspaper the
Daily Dispatch, wrote in
his book "Biko."
In 1913, legislation
limited black land
ownership to specific areas
totaling 10 percent of the
country. Eighty percent of
the nation’s 25 million plus
population is black. The
Homeland law was instituted during a period of
black conciliation. Black
leadership in the country
was divided on the issue.
Inspired by Mahatma
Gandhi, blacks took up the

of
non-violent
tactic
resistance. Gandhi had
gained some concessions
for Indians in South Africa.
But he left and became the
leader who freed India
from British rule. Poverty
prevented success of
strikes and passive
resistance during the 1920s,
Woods explains in "Biko."

cording to Woods, this
blurred
anti-apartheid
policy.

The lack of success
was apparent in the 1923
enactment of the pass law
system. Under the statute,
"the Native should only be
allowed to enter urban
areas, which are essentially the White man’s
creation, when he is willing
to enter and to minister to
the needs of the White man
and should depart
therefrom when he ceases
to so minister."

In the late 60s, the
Black
Consciousness
Movement was founded,
largely by Steve Mc. He
also founded the Black
Peoples’ Convention and
the South African Student
Organization as instruments of the new
philosophy.

Also, in 1924, the
Nationalist Party, adAfrikaner
vocating
chauvinism and an antiblack stance, came to
power. In 1948 vast
apartheid legislation was
enacted.
In the late 50s, black
leader Nelson Mandela

In 1961, Mandela was
imprisoned for planning
the violent overthrow of the
government, and has been
in prison since. His words
may not be quoted in South
Africa.

Biko’s chief aide,
Barney Pityana, described
Black Consciousness in the
following way:
"The first step is to
make the black man see
himself, to pump life into
his empty shell; to infuse
him with pride and dignity,
to remind him of his
complicity in the crime of
allowing himself to be
misused and therefore
letting evil reign supreme

Poverty prevented
success of strikes...
advocated a campaign of
against
the
violence
government. He accepted
arms from Russian backed
communist groups. Ac-

in the country of his birth.
This is what we mean by an
inward looking process."
In the words of Biko,
"Black Consciousness is an

attitude of mind, a way of
life. Its basic tenet is that
the Black man must reject
all value systems that seek
to make him a foreigner in
the country of his birth and
reduce his basic human
dignity. It implies
awareness by the Black
people of the power they
wield as a group, both

was detained by police. A
month later, still in jail, he
was beaten and fatally
wounded in the head. The
government failed to
convict any of 10 suspects.
Recently, Nationalist
Prime Minister John
Vorster resigned. He was
replaced by Pieter Botha
who shares his views.

21 MINUTE DEVELOPING
for KODACOLOR
VERICOLOR
FUJICLOR
BLACK AND WHITE
33 Fountain
Downtown San Jose
294-1641

Services available to the
advanced photographer, both
amateur and professional
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’The first step is to make the
black man see himself...’

with
this ad

Visions for a Changing Theater
conceived and conducted by

Mark Hall Amitin
th
Workshops in Drama & Movement
in the Student Union

Lectures and Films centered on
11/6:

economically
and
politically. Hence group
cohesion and solidarity are
central facets of Black
Consciousness."
In 1976 hundreds of
blacks were killed in the
Soweto uprisings. A
general strike by blacks of
several weeks and the exile
of 5,000 resulted.
In August 1977, Biko

The most active U.S.
official dealing with the
South Africa problem is
U.N. Ambassador Andrew
Young.
Many black
African leaders praise his
work.
But Woods, quoted in
called
reports,
news
Young’s U.N. veto of
economic sanctions against
South Africa "appalling."

11/7:
11/9:
11/10:

The Living Theater’s
"Paradise Now"
The Living Theater’s
’Seven Meditations"
The Performance Group’s
"Dionysus in 69"
Theater Laboratory
Vicinal’s "I"

FREE at
San Jose State University
Speech and Drama 224
One day
1 3 p.m .51 students, 52 general
Week long 3 305 30 p.m.. $350 students, $6 general
Registration in A.S Business Office

AFRICA/4
BLACKS

;:r

LANCE oF "PoWER

..... 40.,

1104. ....... .0041. ....... 40-40.-

If your own independent appraisal is not at
least 40% higher that the price you paid,
your money will be promptly refunded any
time within one full month of purchase.
Will another jeweler make
this statement?
"Now You Have A Friend In The Diamond Business"

10th ANNUAL ALL-CAMPUS
TABLE SOCCER TOURNAMENT
7pm in the Games Area
Monday, November 6
Open Division (male or female) -- 2 players per team
Round Robin or Double Elimination in
best 2 of 3 game matches
Entry Fee -- $3.00 per person
Information & Signups at Desk

10% Discount

With Coupon
Choose from our large selection of diamonds and fine jewelry.

Student Union Games Area

DIRECT DIAMOND IMPORTERS

277-3226

.........

Open Daily and Sundays
Major Credit Cards
accepted

875 N. First Street
San Jose
408 - 292 9100

..... 416.
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Bring this ad for free cover charge
on Friday, Nov. 3

presents
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Jim Sealy

Nightly entertainment and dancing

Every Saturday
and Sunday

Charming garden patio
tically secluded dining
Dixieland brunch on
Sundays
Early California prices

OUTDOOR
ROLLERSKATE
RENTALS

Fri., Nov. 3

Sweetbriar
Sat., Nov. 4

Art Lincoln

Look for us at

4th and San Carlos

163 West Santa Clara Street
San lose

FOR INFO: 255-6162
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LAUNDRY WORKS
87 N. San Pedro St.
San Jose 287-14561/4:’

Always Free!

STEAK HOUSES
On the observation level
of the Reid-Hillview Airport.
(Across from Eastridge)

Bella Lewitzky
Dance Company

Classical Flamenco Guitarist: RICA ADO PETI (Fri. and Sat. Nights)
Big Screen Sporting events (No cover charge)
Happy Hour M-F 3:00 - 6:00
Steaks, prime rib, seafood, entertainment.
ere
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REAL "AMERICANA" PLUS FINE mop

OODIts 2 FOR 1!
140 N SANTA t HOZ.

2 dinners. I price!
You pay for the
most expensive.
With this coupon.
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FREE CASINO NIGHT!
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THEN AN "AUCTION" WITH GREAT PRIZES!
Start with -$1,000. -

TONIGHT

NEW RIDERS
OF THE

PURPLE SAGE
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

Fri., Nos, 3, 9-12 PM in the Dining Commons

olden 19arve,st qestaurant’’
holistia health educalion cerrier
Vegetarian-FLA- Poulby
fre4h juices
homemade:

NOV.3& 4
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cookjes
carrot cake
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TUESDAY
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SKY CREEK
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November 10 & 11, 1978

Curtain at 8:00 P.M.
San Jose Center for the Performing Arts
Recipient of the 1978 Dance Magazine Award along with Mikhail Baryshnikov.
-The Artist’s Artist" Dance Magazine
Tickets a) $1250 b) $1050 cl $900 Student Faculty and Seniors DISCOUNT 56 00 Phoneorders
and additional information Founders Series Ballet Office 408/288-6475 San Jose Box Office
408,246-1163 Tickets also available at Penninsula, Top Hat. Santa Cruz. The Music Tree, Bass.
Macy’s. The Emporium and all major ticket outlets
Program A Nov

10 1978

and

Program 18 Nov 11

1978 aro non-repelthve any are suteect no change

’191 /35

WEDNESDAY

NOV 8

BALL TAYLOR
BAND
THURSDAY

NOV.9

SNAIL
TENTATIVE

21 or older II D REQUIRED
Advanced tickets available at all BASS outlets
30 So Central Campbell

374-4000

_

MARGARITAS 500
(When you present your Student or Faculty I D

That’s right, this Friday right
drown the week’s problems
in "El Cheapo Margaritas from 5 p.m. until if
at Los Pericos
And while you’re here.
you’d might as well
sample the finest in
Central American specialties
The best in food and drink
LO5
always, at Los Pericos
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/
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sports
SJSU now rated 11 th in nation

cleat
marks
Football fortune
lies elsewhere?
By Chuck Hildebrand
There’s a no man’s land in major college footbal
and SJSU is right in the middle of it.
The no man’s land is the abyss between the
bonafide grid bastions USC, UCLA, Arizona State
and the like and the schools that have no chance to
take any significant steps toward the forefront a
category SJSU could soon find itself in if it remains
a member of the Pacific Coast Athletic Association.
The PCAA is an anchor around the SJSU
football program’s neck. It will continually drag the
program down every time it begins to tread water in
the major college pond.
That was why San Diego State, which along
with SJSU was the only conference member with
real powerhouse potential, flew the PCAA coop and
hooked on with the Western Athletic Conference.
If SJSU wants to upgrade not only its football
fortunes but the entire athletic program, it too will
have to jettison the PCAA.
SJSU is a school spinning its wheels in the
PCAA quagmire. It must move up or risk being
suffocated.
There are other schools with a similar
dilemma. Boise State, which University of Idaho
football coach Jerry Davitch called "the USC of the
Big Sky Conference," will undoubtedly outgrow the
minor-league BSC and begin looking for a more
challenging playpen.
New Mexico State, long considered but never
admitted into the WAC, is in the Missouri Valley
Conference but would certainly benefit from entrance into a more prestigious league.
The PCAA’s newest member, Utah State,
probably joined out of desperation. The Aggies have
always played a tough schedule, but securing
games is a complicated matter for an independent,
especially late in the season when most of the top
teams are involved in conference play.
Even Long Beach State, Fresno State and
University of the Pacific could make progress
toward first-class status if they weren’t weighed
down by the PCAA.
All the members of the PCAA, and not just
SJSU, are hamstrung by the current arrangement
and can’t really hope to upgrade their grid
programs as long as they are in the PCAA. The
trouble isn’t with the six PCAA schools but the
PCAA itself.
Those are the schools on the outside looking in.
There are three others on the inside that will
probably have to get out.
The expansion of the Pacific-8 Conference into
the Pacific-10 with the addition of Arizona and
Arizona State made the already tenuous position of
Oregon, Oregon State and Washington State much
more precarious.
The Ducks, Beavers and Cougars especially
the first two are usually not competitive with the
other seven members of the conference. The addition of UA and ASU simply widens the gap. Instead of getting mauled by only five clearly superior
teams, those three schools now serve as cannon
fodder seven times a year.
OSU, UO and WSU do not have big enough
stadiums, followings or athletic budgets to compete
with the other seven Pac-10 entries. They will
eventually be eased out if they don’t leave voluntarily.
And so we have the perfect marriage 10
estranged misfits from former unions joining
together in communal matrimony.
Picture the following conference
SJSU,
Oregon, Oregon State, Washington State, Boise
State, Utah State, Fresno State, UOP, Long Beach
State and New Mexico State.
A league of that size would solve scheduling
problems for everybody and would unite 10 schools
with similar facilities, abilities and prospects for
the future.
That’s for football. For basketball and other
sports, the league could add Fullerton State, UCSanta Barbara, UC-Irvine and USF. It could split
into divisions, with WSU, Oregon, OSU, Boise, San
Jose, UOP and USF in the North and the other seven
in the south.
Such an alignment, I belive, is the best answer
for the Goldilocks Syndrome (this conference is too
hot, that conference is too cold, but this one is just
right).
Like adolescents, football programs are influenced by their close peers and if SJSU is going
to grow up, it will have to find more mature company than the Pacific Coast Athletic Association.
This plan just might provide that company,
although the formation of such a conference
couldn’t be consummated for several years because
of scheduling conflicts.
Still, it might be worth the wait.

Spartan booters win sixth straight
Spartan Steve Swadley
scored a goal in the second
overtime period to give
SJSU a 1-0 win over CSUFresno Tuesday night in

Fresno.
After the game, many
of the players said they
could not believe the
Bulldogs were only 2-6 this

season because Fresno’s
defense was so tough.
SJSU’s sixth consecutive win marked the
first time this season the

flick the ball away from the
net just when the ball
appeared to be going in.

Two minutes into the
second overtime, the
Spartans’ Ricky Azofeifa
ran down the left sideline
and sent a cross pass to
Swadley.

The Spartans, who
have moved from 12th to
Ilth in the national soccer
rankings, play their last
home game Sunday at 2:30
against the USC Trojans.

Swadley received the
pass 15 yards from the foal,
took a half volley kick and
shot the ball into the upper
corner of the goal.
,Unlike football, the
first team to score in
overtime does not win, the
full ten minutes is played
and the Spartans almost
scored again.

With 23 seconds
remaining to be played, the
Spartans were called for a
penalty shot after handball
was called in the penalty
box.

Two highly-regarded
newcomers in SJSU’s
wrestling program have
quit the team because of
personal reasons, according to assistant coach
Kevin Hejnal.
Joel Acosta, a freshman from Hughson,
California, and Gaylord
Lane, a junior transfer
from West Valley College,
"no longer are with us,"
Hejnal said yesterday.
Acosta was the 138pound State high school
champion last year and
was named honorable

mention All-America by
Scholastic Wrestling News.
Lane finished fourth in
the 177 -pound division at
the 1978 State junior college
Acosta, who was
scheduled to wrestle in
tomorrow night’s meet
against the alumni, "Just
lost interest in wrestling,"
Hejnal said.
Lane "is working and
is engaged," Hajnal said.
"That makes it rough to go
to school and wrestle,
also."

ISAA RATINGS
I use
2 Indiana University
1 Clemson University

There is a high percentage of penalty shots
made, but the Bulldog
players shot went wide of
the net.

I 5IU Edwardsville
S Philadelphia Textile
6 Quincy
7 Loyola Baltimore
8 St Louis University
9 Alabarna A and M
10 Columbia UMVerSity
Ii ’SJSU
12 Connectioff
13 Temple
II Dartmouth
IS Cleveland State
16 MaSSachusetts
II Davis and Elkins
18 Appalachian State
19 SMU
20 Seattle Pacific

Easy Perez sat out the
game against the Bulldogs

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
AND COLLAGE MAGAZINE
PROUDLY PRESENT
AN EVENING WITH

IEL

Steve Ryan hit the post
with a shot and then the
Bulldogs came down field
and applied tremendous
pressure on goalkeeper
Paul Coffee.

by Elbe Harland

Coffee
made
two
spectacular saves in the
second overtime. The first
came on a shot which
Coffee dove and, in midair, caught the ball before
going into the net.

Spartan defender Keith Greene (2) looks on as the Bronco goalkeeper comes
down with the ball. Greene scored the winning goal later on in the game.

Coffee made a second
save when he was able to

Volleyball team heads south
without middle blocker Baszak
By Keith Kropp
women’s
SJSU’s
volleyball team received
bad news this week when
junior middle blocker Jan
Baszak was lost to the
Spartans for the remainder
of the season. Baszak has
torn cartilage in her right
knee and will undergo

B- ball
The SJSU men’s
basketball team will hold
an open house 7:30 tonight
in Spartan Gym.
Spectators will be able
to see a practice session
and demonstrations of
offensive and defensive
drills. The team also will
hold a short scrimmage.
Basketball officials
will be in attendance to
discuss the rules and other
aspects of basksetball.
Team members will be
available afterwards to
sign autographs and pose
for pictures.

surgery this afternoon.
The
injury was
discovered last week, but
the injury did not appear
serious. Baszak felt she
could still see limited
action and face surgery
following the season.
However, Baszak, who
did not play in the Spartans’ win over University
of San Francisco Monday,
aggravated the injury over
the weekend, according to
SJSU assistant coach Marti
Brugler.

Pauley Pavilion. The 24team field for this year’s
event is the best in history
of the event, according to
UCLA Sports Information
Director Steve Clow.
The
tournament
features the nation’s top
eight teams, Clow said,
including host UCLA and
Hawaii.
In each of the last
seven years, the team that
won the NIVT has also won
the MAW title.

With their win over San
Francisco (15-2, 15-5, 15-2),
the Spartans improved to 80 in the Northern California
Athletic Conference and 21 overall. SJSU has four
conference matches left,
two of them to be played at
Spartan Gym next week.

The Spartans open with
two matches Friday night.
They meet Wahington
State University at 7 and
University of Western
Ontario at 9.

This weekend, the
spikers will
Spartan
participate in the 11th
annual National InVolleyball
vitational
tournament in UCLA’s

OFFSET PRINTING

The tournament is
divided into four six-team

100 espies 12.65

PRINT WELL
297-6755
556 W.Sant Clara St.

LOOKING FOR A CAREER
IN ARTS ADMINISTRATION?
GET SOME EXPERIENCE NOW!

pools with the winners of
the four pools meeting in
the quarter-final matches
3:45 p.m. Saturday. The
semi-finals will be at 6:30
and the championship
match is slated for 9.
Other teams in SJSU’s
Pepperdine
are
pool
University, Southern
California and University
of Arizona.
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1. Grab a BIT on whole-wheat toast.
2. Think about your future.
3. Sign up for an interview with
Signetics at the Placement Center.
As one

of

the world’s largest and rnost broadly based

manufacturers and suppliers of integrated circuits we have
confidence in our company

and publicize

the Jose Limon and Ballets Trakaderos Performances this

work in a creative and stimulating

environment

that will enable you to

We need graduates with bacheloi’s 01

master’s degrees in

Electrical Engineering
Physics
opportunities in

Product/Test Engineering
Process Engineering
Design Engineering

We’ll be on campus
Thursday, November 9, 1978
For

more

write to SIgnetics Corporation,
Employment, 811 East Argues Avenue. Sun
We are an equal opportunity employ

information

i’1Professional

94086

et m/f

This semester position requires approximately 9 hours a
week.

in

we feel we provide the

nyyale, CA

semester.

And because we believe

our people and in our products
kind of professional atmosphere

Ask us about

To develop a dance series for next season,

SCrn Ccstos

available at AS Business Office,
TICKETS
BASS, Galactic Zoo Records,
STUDENT $6.50 IN ADVANCE.
Box Office and Santa Cruz Box orrice
S.J.
AT
$1.50
THE DOOR
GENERAL $7.50 IN ADVANCE
$8.50 AT THE DOOR
FOR MORE INFORMATICS\ I St 1
14181217.2N70, M18i177-31111
THERE WILI BE Si) sMORINi.
ALLOWED IN THE GYM

The A.S. Program Board is
a DANCE CHAIRPERSON

PIING A
ANNOU

NURS. NOV. 16
MEN’S GY

looking for

Two newcomers
give up wrestling

will play Sunday. Keith
Greene and Joe Silveira
sustained minor injuries
and their status for Sunday’s game was listed as
questionalbe by trainer
Frank Avila yesterday.

Spartans were involved in
an overtime game this
season. The 11th-ranked
Spartans are now 19-3.
The Bulldogs clogged
the middle and didn’t allow
the Spartans to set-up
offensively and collapsed
on the forwards to stay on
the outside of the pnealty
box.
The two teams battled
to a 0.0 tie at regulation and
couldn’t score during the
first 10-minute overtime
period.

Three units of Scale credit available Spring Semester.

SiliflAtiCS
a subsidiary of U.S. Philips Corporation

APPLY:
Associated Students Office
3rd Floor Student Union
277-3201. Deadline Nov. 6

Note

Permanent Residency V,sa Reqmred
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sports
SJSU golf team places third;
Levin, Wiebe pace Spartans

Brewer, Rossler
defend crowns
at Fresno State
By Mike Barnhart
Carey Brewer became
the master last year.
Pat Bossier has been
the queen for two years
now.
SJSU
says
And,
women’s bowling coach
Terry Gregory, the two
Spartans "will be the
favorites" to win the 1978
Fresno State Masters and
Queens Tournament this
weekend in Fresno.
In all, 11 Spartans will
compete in the double elimination singles tourney
Saturday and Sunday at
student
CSU-Fresno’s
union bowling alley.
Brewer heads a men’s
field of 32, which includes
six of his teammates,
Curtis Cole, Dave Hewitt,
Kevin Johnson, Louis
George
LaVerde.
Romanovvsky and Marty
Schram.
Bossier, an SJSU
assistant coach, shoots for
her third straight title
against 15 other women,
including Spartans Sandy
Johnson, Sandi Wooton and
Liz Sylvia.
-Any of the guys from
San Jose are capable of
thing,"
this
winning
Gregory said, "but the fact
Brewer is the defending
champ gives him the edge.
"Hassler definitely is
the one to beat in the
women’s division."
Gregory expects the
Spartans’ sternest competition to come from UCDavis’ Rourke brothers,
Craig and Cliff, and women
Micki Butterfield, of
American River College,
and Marsha Hashiguchi, of
CSU-1,os Angeles.
But Gregory really
thinks "the crowns will
stay at SJSU," because the
Spartans have such "highquality bowlers" and they
qualified a large contingent
for the finals.
Brewer had to play 10
three -game matches in
order to win the 1977 men’s

division. The lefthander
lost a match in an early
round and had to go
through the loser’s bracket
before meeting winner’s
bracket winner Schram in
the finale.
Brewer beat Schrarn in
a pair of matches, 712-708
and 762-751, and bowled
seven consecutive 700
series, a feat Gregory
terms "incredible."
Bossier
defeated
Trudy Bell, of Cal PolySLO, in last year’s
women’s finale.

Poloists face Tigers
With the schedule still
in its favor, the SJSU water
polo team will attempt to
stretch its winning streak
to six games 7:15 tonight
against the University of
Pacific at West Valley
College.
The Spartans have a 69 record and the Tigers are
3-9.
SJSU broke its ninegame losing streak Oct. 21
when it defeated the Tigers
in Stockton, 15-11. UOP
beat the Spartans, 11-8, at
the Stanford Invitational
earlier in the year.
Since the victory in
Stockton, SJSU has bested
UC-San Diego, and has won
the Santa Clara Invitational Tournament.
UOP is basically a twoman team, according to
Spartan
Coach
Mike
MacNaMa. Those two
players are Steve Mix and
Jeff Bergman, who are also
the team’s leading scorers.

After the UOP game
and a Saturday match with
Santa Clara, the Spartans
finish the regular season
against two of the nation’s
top teams, Stanford and
UC-Berkeley.
have
Both teams

A

already beat the Spartans
this year. Stanford did it
once and Berkeley three
times.
SJSU will be in the
Pacific Coast Athletic
ChamAssociation
pionships Nov. 17-18.

sophomores, Mike Barnblatt, Don DeLorenzo and Alan
Swank.
:;wank birdied five straight holes on the back nine for
a second round 72 and helped the Spartans move from
their opening -round position of eighth place to third after
36 holes.
A few days earlier, SJSU finished third in the Stanford
Fall Intercollegiate Golf Tournament with 1,115 strokes at
Stanford Golf Course. Southern California was first at
1,009.
In that one, Levin was the individual leader after two
rounds, but, after shooting a five-over-par 76 in the final
round, settled for second place behind Stanford’s Doug
Clarke.
Clarke’s 54-hole total was an even par 213. Levin
closed at 214.
The two tournaments comprised the only team
competition the golfers will face until the regular season
begins in spring, Vroom said.
The remainder of the fall will consist of qualifying
rounds to make the team.
"At this point 15 players are on the team," Vroom
said. "The qualifying rounds will help me cut down to 10
by spring."
Vroom expects J.C. transfer Steve Gazzaneo to add
strength to the team.
Gazzaneo, who spent two years at Hayward’s Chabot
College, "has a lot of tournament experience and should
be a big help to the team," Vroom said.
Achim Steinfurth, Mike Bauer and Kim Perry, a
transfer from West Valley College, are among others
competing for positions on the squad which placed eighth
at the NCAA tourney last season.
"We should be a slightly-improved team over last
year," Vroom predicted.

UOP

Team scores
ArtzOna Slate. 1,090
Fresno State, 1.107. SISU. 1.111.
1,I19. Stanford.
IS USC, TIM San Oleg State. 1.131
In7hoodual scores
Nitnner Dan Croondutst IASUI 69 69 ’5 213

SAN JOSE SIAIL
UNIVERSITY THEATRE presents

NOV. 2,3,

ONE

THUM-Htl
TWO IIIIGMAN CLASSICS
THE SEVENTH
LAES
THE MAGICIAN
7.15

*AS li.111b,le

DEADLINE, Monday.
November 6
Associated Students Office
3rd Floor Student Union
277-3201

CAMPUS SECURITY
ADVISER
2 posiriows

emplusis

STUdENT

ON

ANd

public saury,

campus

WITh

CRIME pRIVENTION,

COMMUNITY

REIATIONS

ANd

EdUCATIONAI NEEdS dEAIINg WITh SECURITy,

DEADLINE NOV. 6
AsocprolSrtdporsOffice
led Flocs S rub+ 1)606
III 3201

presents
A Symposium on Peace
in the

Middle East
featuring
Joseph Ablieah

Thursday, Nov. 2, 12:30 pm
Student Union Ballroom
FREE

2 7 7-2 7 7 7

GAMBIT

ME I* Is N. Ma-MES

REVIEWS The SICURITy NEEdS of The

8 pm
Box Office:

2 Positions Open
Will consider all budget requests from
student organizations and will submit
a proposed budget and total anticipated Income for ensuing fiscal year
to Student Council.

AN

UOP.

SJSU Don Leson 71 71 71
216 Mars Mow 12 71 75
218. Greg
Gal.. 76 72 71
222, Alan Swank 78 72 76
226. Dan 0elMent0 78
71 76 229 M.ke Barnolatt 78 75 78
231

BUDGET COMMITTEE

IM grid
playoff
The intramural flag
championship
football
game will be played 4 p.m.
today at South Campus,
with defending champion
Alpha Tau Omega trying to
retain its title against the
Allen Hall Doo-bies.
The dominating ATO
team finished the regular
season 7-0, beat Markham
Hall Tuesday, then topped
Royce Ions yesterday, 208,to advance to the final.
The Doo-bies staged a
comeback to score with
just two plays left in the
contest Tuesday to snatch
an 18-15 victory over Sigma
Alpha Epsilon. The Doobies, 8-2, outplayed Theta
Chi yesterday, 36-18, to
mover the finale.

Don Levin and Mark Wiebe sparked SJSU to a thirdplir,e finish in the University of the Pacific Invitational
golf tournament Tuesday at Lodi’s Woodbridge Country
Club.
Levin fired an even par 71 in the final round to capture
fourth place with a three-round total of 216. Wiebe, who
was in third after two rounds, carded a 75 during the last
18 holes and ended seventh with 218.
Arizona State University, paced by individual winner
Dan Croonquist’s 213, claimed team honors with 1,090
strokes. CSU-Fresno was second at 1,107. The Spartans
were four shots back at 1,111.
Coach Jerry Vroom was "very satisfied with the
team’s performance," especially the play of junior Greg
Galasso.
Galasso, a transfer from Palomar Junior College, was
a "very pleasant surprise," Vroom said. "He showed a lot
of promise in his first tournament ( at SJSU I."
Galasso had the third best Spartan score, 222.
The tournament "was a good test for us because we
played the four youngsters," Vroom said, "and they all
did fairly well."
The coach was speaking of Galasso and a trio of

SJSU scores

Now comes Miller time.

b. Hermann Gressieker
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Students face day -- in color
Frisbee contests, casino nights
... how about face-painting?
For an activity everyone can
participate in, Dr.

Pat Cavataio’s

Rec 97 class came up yesterday with
the joy of face-painting.
Approximately 40 SJSU students
joined in the event from 11:30 a.m. to
130 p.m. in the art quad, according
to class member Tony Thurman, a
recreation sophomore.
was

The majority of the art work
done
by
the
participants

themselves. The recreation class
mainly guided them iii applying the
theatrical make-up if they
problem, Thurman said.

had

a

Additionally, 23 students were
brave enough to enter the facepainting contest, which included five
categories:

most creative, most
original, most artistic, scariest and
funniest.
Ten prizes were donated from
local

business around the valley.
Most were free dinners, but other
prizes Thurman mentioned were
by.) L

houseplants and ski equipment and
rentals.

Suosa

Tina Schmidt applies eye makeup while Donna Perkins watches.

by Ellie Harland

Marian Kung flashes a souvenir and a smile.

classifieds
announcements

PLAN
DENT AL
STUDENT
ENROLL NOW!! For information call A.S. office or 3716811
New Fall Session at
BALLET
Eufrazia School of Ballet
near
College age classes,
campus. Beg., In?., Adv. Come
see our new studio. 1461 Park
Ave S.J. 241 1300.
PART TIME work...Set your own
hours. Salaried while learning
business techniques. Earnings
from sales average $400 1500
monthly. Call Dr. Jim Harper,
Co-op Education Program at
2773370, or Kevin Sullivan,
Marketing Director at (408) 2461991. New England Life, of
course! EEOC. M/F.
YOUNG
ADULT
SQUARE
DANCING. Come loin the fun.
No previous dancing necessary.
Open house Nov. 6, 1 , 20. Juan
Cabrillo School, corner of
Cabrillo and San Tomas Expy.,
Santa Clara. 7:3010pm. Info..
241 4164.
SJSU Gay Student Union goy"
every Thurs. 30 50 People ~id
any given meeting which are
usually held in the Student
Union. GSU provides a blend of
social and educational activities
designed to let gay people meet
and learn about themselves,
each other, and reinvent social
issues. GSU is particularly
useful to the gay person who is
just coming out or is new to the
area. You are not alone so don’t
stay apart. Be all you can be
attend!! All meetings are in the
S.U. Guadalupe Room at 8pm.
10-5 Creativity Night. Bring your
own poems. prose, music or art.
10-12 Rap Group Relationships.
Id 19 David Steward -Speaker on
the S.C. Human Relations
Commissions. 1026 Potluck,
campus.
THE Christian Science Organization
meets Wednesdays 45 330 in the
S.U.Costanoan Rm. Everyone is
Invited.
FREE ADVENTURE TRAVEL
PRESENTATION. Himalayan
trekking, overland expedition in
Africa, Asia, South America,
New Zealand, mainland China.
Skiing in Europe and much
more. Wed., Nov. I, the Hyatt
House, 1740 N 151 St., San Jose,
8 p.m. For more info, or free
catalog, contact. Adventure
Center, 5540 College Ave.,
Oakland, CA 94618. 14151 654,
1819.
FREE S11.11001!) Casino Night at
Dining Cdrnmons. November 3
9pm midnight.

THE SJSU SIERRA CLUB offers
outdoor activities and people to
share them with. Activities
Include hiking, backpacking,
climbing, parties and cross
country skiing Meetings are
Tuesdays at 7 30 p.m. in the S.U.
10/31
Room
Guadalupe
Halloween Party; 11/5 Angel
18
Sierra
Island: 11/11 or
Backpacking? 12/1 3 Backpacking, Skyline Iowa.
REC. 97 ea presents "Frisbee
Frenzy" Thurs , Nov 2, 3 5pM
at the Archery field Featuring
Frisbee golf and Earth ball
Frisbee games Prizes! FREE!
SIGNUP with the SJSU Ski Club
and go to ASPEN, COLOR! DO.
Sign ups for Aspen will he
Tuesday, Oct. 17 at 7 30 p.m.
Our trip will include round trip
air fare. 7 nights of luxury ac
commOdations, 06 day Ski Pass
to all of the Aspen ski resorts.
and several other ghee ac
tivitles. Take a note You must
be a Ski Club member by Oct 16
in order to To with us to Aspen.
Also, it may be to your ad
vantage to get in line early on
Tuesday, Oct 17
PILOTS and Student Pilots Don’t
gel stuck with Hobbs time Fly
wet tech and save BIG money.
Example
1975 Cessna 1505,
113/hr Least expensive way to
get that coveted pilot license and
fly with the eagles Largest club
in Calif MANY SJSU members
and instructors Call our Reid
Hillylew branch for full info
Call Don new Gottschalk’s
Flight Center, 923 4171

GET CRAZY at the Ski Club’s
Halloween Party. Boogie to the
tunes of "Ivory Tower" and
lubricate wih the fine tap beer
we will provide. All you provide
is the crazy partying spirit that
makes life fun. Prizes will be
given for best costumes. More
information and maps will be at
the Ski Club Table. Take a
chance. GO FOR 171!
MOPED WHAT IS IT? Find out 6
days a week at MedsOn’s
Mopeds, 87 S Autumn St 297.
9425. South 01 Downtown Da! -

UNIQUE
PLEASURABLE Oral
Exam Preparation. Builds
confidence and command of
statistical results, Call (4151 591,
3023."
THETA CHI fraternity will host an
after-game party on Nov. 4.
Music by "Teaser."

WANTED TO BUY Dolls from 1960’s
to Antique. 371.1363.
FOR SALE. ’65 Mustang 289 engine,
0100. C 4 Bell Housing and
Torque Converter, S75. 4 may
Mugs. $100. Call Todd, 945-9133
or 2738531.
STEREO for sale. Good cond.,
1200/best offer. Also records and
tapes. Soul and Nal. Mary, 2911
7231.
’78 YAMAHA XS 750, 2-dr., 9,000
miles, new tires, 11,650. Call 245.
4219.
MOVING SALE: Army clothes,
ladies’ uniforms, carpeting, ly
rm chair, coffee table, washer
and dryer, stereo 7’ tapes. TV
antenna. pictures and more. 866
8215.

help wanted

WANT 2 tickets to Dylan concert.
Names price. Call Al, 2173463.
ACADEMY of Ballet, daily, $2.
Ballet, Scottish, Modern. 2905
Park Ave., Santa Clara. 195
5394.
FIGHT INFLATION
RECYCLE
and do your part for ecology.
Save your aluminum, glass, tin
and newspapers and bring them
to student run Spartan Gardens
Recycling Center at 7th and
Humbolt (across from Spartan
Stadium). Wed., 10amlern,
Sat., 104m-Ipm.

automotive
ALL FOREIGN CAR PARTS. 461 S.
Bascom Ave., San Jose, CA
95128. 2990624 or 298 d625.
STUDENT
SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS WITH CURRENT
I.D. CARD. 11w. don’t have it,
we’ll help you get II Be on our
private mailing list for monthly
specials.
’70 CYCLONE GT Hi P0429 4.spd.,
411 posi, wags, craine. WY,
Holley, Mallory, Hurst, Sun
Hooker. Sunroof, new paint,
rebuilt top end, photos, exc.
cond. Moulder Rm 102, Mike.
$2,450?
’78 YAMAHA XS 750. New tires,
9,000 miles. 01,650. Dana, 245
4219.
73’ DATSUN 610. Good Mileage.
Goad cond. $1,300. Must sell.
Call 238 1187
71’ V W Bug Super Beetle. Exc.
cond Must sell Call 238 1187
’74

TOYOTA truck. Lang bed,
radials, carpeted shell. boot
racks. CB, stereo AM 8 -track
cassette, heavy bumpers, ig.
mirrors. 34K miles on rebuilt
engine. Asking 52,995 or deal for
’71 2400. Mike, 262 7979.

’73 PINTO Roundabout 2000, auto
sunroof, AM/FM cassette, extra
clean. SI.S0p 371 5121 after 4.
’72 TOYOTA CELICA. Great cond..
really 00011 New tires, car
peting. Air conditioning. black
vinyl top, 12,200. 753 3070.
’71 SUPER BEETLE. Good cond.,
blue. Call 261-1172.

for sale
DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND
STAFF Your insurance needs AUTO. HOME,F IRE, HEALTH
If you are not already with State
Farm. call for an appointment
at my office or home and welt
set up a time convenient for you
on campus, your home or my
office Let’s get together and
give you better coverage for less
money. CALL. MORY STAR,
253 3277 or 446 3649
START SEMESTER R1014T I 76
MOB: OD, AM/FM, 17,400 ani,
excellent. 14450 firm. Call Ron
or Joan 17071 3380925. Santa
Rosa
BED and SOX SPRING. full floe, 1110
ex Bedding SI 3/plece. 57184015
eves.
SHREDDED them rubber. 6$ cents
lb 2903954.

COUNT FOR CASH. Be an
Inventory Taker. We have
several permanent part time
positions available for people
looking for year round extna.
income. work on the average of
15 to 20 hrs. per week. All you
need is a good knowledge of
simple math and available to
work either EARLY MOO
N1NGS and WEEKENDS; OR
EVENINGS and WEEKENDS.
Come in and apply Mon. thru Fri
8,30 am to S pm. We train you.
Washington Inventory Service
2398 Walsh ave., Santa Clara
241 2563
FEMALE
help for pleasant
handicapped lady. Hrs. flexible.
Alcoa Sather 249-7575.
FLEXIBLE Hours/Good Pay.
Aides/Ord. MSC/hr. LV N’s
05.62/hr. RN’s-OS/hr. Some
experience required. Call 287
1749 for appt. New Horizons
Nursing Resources, 2775 Park
Ave, Santa Clara.
FEMALE lead singer seeks working
band to blow some funky Nur
and pop; 40 R and B with.
Teresa 354.0150
COLLEGE STUDENTS Average
earnings 53.50 5.00/hr Public
Relations work for non-prof it
athletic organization promoting
volleyball team to the Olympics.
Call Mike between 1 4 at 249
8211,
STUDENT NURSES
Part and full time. Pick your
days and shifts. American
Registry of Nurses. 2444
Moorpark Ave. 293-0112.
GIRLS artist/ailing lobe Glrl Scouts.
Can you volunteer lobe a leader
or help? Please call 287 4170, M
P. 8:30 5:00.
wanted
ADDRESSERS
Immediately! Work at home, no
exp. necessary Exc pay. Write
American Service, 8350 Park
Lane, Suite 127, Dallas, TX
75231
WEEKEND FUNII Earn in 2 days
what most do in 5. Sat Sun 0100
300 easy. Customers come to
you. Demonstrate nationally
famous non stick cookware at
Flea Mart HURRY!! Xmas
shoppers are here! Dan, 14151
652.4400. ext. 500.
NEED Immediately, a full.tIme
nutrItIon.mlnded PerSen tooter’,
food service at Sun ’N Soil
Natural Foods Call 287.1111117 or
come in at 245 E. Santa Clara.
Contact Carolyn or Ron
STANFORD University Research
Group needs classroom oh
for school in San Jose
We will train you but you need a
car or trans. to school. For info.
call Stephanie at (415) 497 3897,
as soon as possible.
_
OPTOMETRIC Assistant needed
Will train. Hrs., 5.9 Tues Fri ,
It 306 30 Sat Sun. S3 25 and up,
depending On previous cop
Apply In person, 3155 Silver
Creek Rd. Memo)), 274.9120.

TUTOR WANTED
My two daughters seek female
tutor for high school courses.
293 3332.
PHONE SOL 1CITE R. SA/hr to start.
Eves., wknds. Green Thumb
Lawn Service. Sunnyvale. 732
4443, 215-1920.
PROGRAMMER/ANALYST
Business Applications, San Jose
State University. A unique
opportunity to work on Business
Applications Systems in a
university environment. This
responsible position requires at
least 2 years of COBOL
programming experience, a
Bachelor’s degree with a major
In a computer related field or
appropriate
experience.
Knowledge of ANSI COBOL,
FORTRAN, PL/1, RPG, an
Assembler,
structured
programming techniques and
Data
Base Management
Systems are highly desirable.
University or business ap
plications experience is
preferred. Salary S1,411,01,699
per month. Benefits include full
medical insurance. retirement
plan, and tuition waiver for
university courses. Application
deadline 11/7/78. AppliCatIon
and resumes to SJSU Persomel
Office, 123 S. Seventh Street, San
Jose, CA 95192. An E0E/A1
I irmative Action/Title IX
Employer.
TEMPORARY
PROGRAMMER/ANALYST,
San Jose State University. A
unique opportunity to par
tic ipate in the implementation of
a Financial Aids Information
Management System In a
university environment. This
full time temporary position (7
mos) requires at least 2 years of
Cobol programming experience,
a bachelor’s degree with a
major in a computer related
field or appropriate experience,
knowledge of ANSI COBOL and
programming
structured
techniques are highly desirable.
University business applications
experience is prefei red. Salary
$1,411 S1,699 per month. Benefits
Include full medical insurance,
retirement plan, and tuition
waiver for university courses.
Application deadline 11/7/78.
Applications and resumes to
SJSU Personnel Office. 125 S.
Seventh St., San Jose, CA 95192.
An
EOE/Aff irmative
Ac
Bon/Title IX Employer.
WANTED: Record or tape of a 1i.
year old recording. Marsha
John, leave message at 30 S.
Fifth St., Apt. 4.
EARN 04 an hour take home pay
doing odd lobs on Saturdays.
Call 25311003.

ROOM in nice 4 bdrm.. 1-1/2 be.. 2
story house. W/S1/ carpet. Nonsmoker. Kitchen priv. No pets. 1
mile from SJSU. SI30 plus 011.
Ted, 286.3371.
LOOKING for roommate to share
nice 2 bedroom, 2 bath apt, in the
Willow Glen area of S.J. 5155, no
utilities 287-3992
ROOM FOR RENT. 3 zany Spartans
looking for another to share
Victorian on Ilth St. $140 plus
utilities. Scott, Mark, Marv, 287
4472. AVAIL. IMMED.
For

rent furnished extra large
modern 2 bedr. 2 bath, S. NIT St.
298-063605’ 733.6433.

FEMALE Graduate with Child to
share 2 bath house with same.
Pets OK. No drugs. 225 3950 eve.
TV, kitchen. mad Serv.. piano, game
room, parking, 032 per week
share, 545.50/wk single. 202 So.
11th St. 292 7374.
I AM a single father with a young
son. In exchange for free room
and board. I would like someone
to do light housekeeping and
cooking Call 926 2362 after 6
ROOM AND BOARD, 1 blk,- from
campus. 155 So 11th St. Great
food, quiet study hrs 5130/mo.
Call 279 9473 anytime.
_

FOUND Calculus book on the 2150
floor of the library on 9/21. Call
Kevin, 277 8368

personals

3 Irma
4 linos
5 lines
6 Imes

Two
days
200
2 50
3 00
3.50

FEMALE vocalist wanted to
accompany singwriter/guitari
by. Call Shannon, 998.0503.
IF YOU don’t have someone to love,
there are cats and dogs who
need your love. S.C. Humane
Society. 244 2838.
love. S.C. Humane Society. 244E130.
LISA BROXSON , Is it true Mat
when you jog you have two left
feet and leave dents in
sidewalks?
PLEASE return photos in Red
wallet taken from Adm. 258
You’re welcome to everything
else! Mary Lou Montgomery,
1691 Cleveland Ave., San Jose,
CA95126.

TR-4 KID: You’re our 81 and the
cruise has lust begun!! DA,
Lucky 13
PEGGY Ann ChM, Lady you are
beautiful. I love you for it CLW

JIM YOUNG: Well, we made it
through the night, too lad you
didn’t. Now it’s our turn, "Your
Kids."

ASTROLOGY CLASSES: Learn to
end
i
calculate
horoscopes In small perclasses.
Clear,
sonalized
organized Instruction from
experienced teachers. Beginning and Advanced levels
available. Call DONNICE at 292
0986.
MEN!! --WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! American,
Foreign.
No experience
required. Exc. pay. Worldwide
travel. Summer job or career.
Send 13 for information.
SEAFAX. Dept. 0-7, First and
Laurel streets, Port Angeles,
Washington 96362.
IS It true that "knees" Mat look
athletic score better than
"pits?" Ask Mr. Shorts.
I NEED a ride to S.J. from Santa
Cruz one day a week. Call Dr.
Snyder, 2733165.

HEY, PAUL, Happy Birthday from
the Markham Hall odd wing
dingo. 3rd floor.
THE KATZ MEOW: Happy 19th
birthday, you old lady you!
I ilegitimi non carborundum!
MORRIS.
Debbie Ploske is the world’s most
awesome Pledge Monti Lave
your twins, Annette arKIMarion.
ELECTOLYSIS CLINICUnwanted
hair removed forever. Men and
women- 247 7486.
---- - - - TW: Life without you is like a
balance sheet without numbers.
i hope my loss has proved to be
yOur asset. Love, Linda.
Looking for Datsun or other light
pick-up. 1969 72 preferred. Worn
engine ok. Rich. 2907638

BATMAN’ I don’t associate nor do
IN
CREEPS
cknowledge
bother
TIGHTS.
On
STREAKER! DARIN VADER. ’
"LOVE IS WHAT YOU NEED" New
dating system, Free info. Write
DAWN, P.O. Box 6521, San Jose.
Ca 95150

HELP Al Garza become mayor.
tfdqtrs. at 26
SJSU grad
Asbury. Call 998 1978.
DEAR Patient and Waiting. More
info please. Bubbles (I think?).
I AM seeking a companion. I am
handicapped and have a minor
voice impediment I like music,
concerts and live 6 blocks from
campus. Brian, 298 2308
MARGARET P Happy birthday
Iwo days earlier, Enjoy your
trip to Whittier Love in Christ.
Kim F., Brad II ano Mary C

r=====RATES-One
day
01.50
2.00
2 50
300

SEBES: You finally made it-1 HaP-Pr
belated birthday Only 10 more
weeks Love always, Brian

THE curious and the brave are
welcome to witness the end of
the S.C. Valley, Nov. 15-18

lost and found

S U.Z.Y., Happy Birthday! Be good,
OKO? S. Jr. will love you
FOREVER.

housing

Three
days
225
2.75
3 15
375

services

50

FLUTE and recorder lessons taught
by SJSU music Master’s can
didate Group S10/mo Private
120/mo. Call 287 5946
TYPING AND CASSETTE
TRANSCRIPT ION SI page and
up. All week accurate and proof
read. IBM Selectric II KITTY
CARTER 263 4525.
TYPING Fast. Accurate. and
Reasonable too Try me in West
San JOS!. Please call Patty at
9911612

TYPING. Experienced in reports,
theses, resumes. Prompt ser
vice with accuracy guaranteed.
IBM Sel. II. 227 9525.
I

50

TRAVEL SALE
The air fare war is on!! We
represent all the options with no
bias Let us help you with your
plans it costs you nothing extra
to work ’pith a travel agent.
Travel services available:
Laker’s "Sky Train." All
charters. Eurail
Pass
Br& ail..International. Student
Card_ Youth
Identity
Hostel. Student flights to Asia.
Africa, Asutralia and middle
East from Europe: Charter
flights to Hawaii: Mexico
travel, Hard to find travel
books; Luggage, main, back
pa 0.5 and Other travel ads
TRIP and TRAVEL Planning
Charter Travel
Company
Specialists 444 E William St
110th and Williams sts., down
from Togo’s). San Jose, CA
95112. 14081292 1613. M F. tam
6pm, Sat., 10ain 3pm.

EXPERT typing and proofreading
of term paper etc. Fast sem, 75
cents/pg. Sheila, 279913,
_
’RISE and SHINE?’ Wake up
Service. Can’t get up or don’t
hear the alarm? Let us wake you
up. 197 3957,
TYPING: FAST, ACCURATE,
RELIABLE. Term papers,
letters,
reports, theses,
resumes. etc. Correct form and
editing.
Turabian, Camp
bell/Batiou, etc. Call Barbara
Morgan, 252 2068. (No calls after
9,30p.m., please).
LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING.
10 percent Student Discount For
all your
laundry needs,
alterations, mending, washing,
ironing. Wash/fluff dry, hung
and/or folded. 10 cents/lb.
Pillows, blankets. rugs. Sleeping
bags, leathers, suedes. hats.
One day service. OPea 8-5.30,
Mon Sat. ACE LAUNDRY, 8th
and E. William (next to Togo’s).
2927228.
TYPING: Reports, papers. letters.
etc. Reasonable. Call Sandy at
266.8675.
.
_
EXPERT typing and proofreading
of term papers. etc. Fast serv.
75 cents/pg. Sheila, 279 9i 29.
TYPING. Thesis. research papers,
etc. Experienced IBM Seiec
Inc. Eve 267 4683

TYPING. Reports, term papers,
manuscripts Barbara Weithan
264 17S8

FREE ADVENTURE TRAVEL
Himalayan
PRESENTATION
trekking, overland expedition in
Africa, Asia, South America,
New Zealand, mainland China
Skiing in Europe and much
more Wed.. Nov. 1, the Hyatt
House. 1710 N 1st St. San Jose,
8 p m. For more info or free
catalog, Contact: Adventure
Center. 5540 College Ave.
Oakland. CA 946111. (415) 654
1879.

PASSPORT and I .D. SPECIAL Two
121 in color or four 141 black and
white Reg 57 50 With ad only
55.50 JMJ Photography, 20 Paso
de San Antonio, San Jose 293
7000

stereo
MPM IF YOU’RE INTO SOUND.
UNIQUE sound. Superior design
and crattrnanship All this plus
We
an unlimited warranty
specialize in custom loud
speakers IV stereo, musical
instruments. and PA We build
to your specifications within a
price range you choose Grit you
prefer, select from our standard
models. Give us a listen before
Making that f ina I decision We’ll
change your mind Fr more
info, call 866 8969 anytime and
ask for Mike or Lee MPM
CUSTOM SPEAK ER SYSTEMS

Four
Owe
240
1.90
340
390

Fire
days
1.50
3.00
3 50
400

***
Display
Advertising
Just dial
177-3171

Each
wide
mama
day
35
.35
35
35
Print nerve

50

travel

TYPE term papers, theses,
reports, manuscripts. IBM
Selectric Exp., fast. Joye. 264
1029.

Print Your Ad Here:

50

50

Phone

Address
car
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH r0

Check a Clessehretron

JO

TYPING. Thesis, term papers, etc.
Experienced and fast. Phone
269 8674

AUDIO ENTERPRISES is your
consumer electronics buying
service with the widest selection
of the highest fidelity at the
lowest Prices 287 name brands!
Audio equipment for the home,
car, stage, or studio. TVs. VCRs,
videogames. projection TV. All
items new with full mfg
warranty, plus an optional $ yr.
Paris and labor Free record
cleaner w/any system, free set
up and advice. All at the lowest
prices anywhere! For more
info/price quotes. call 155 5550.
M F. 210. anytime weekends
Ask for Ken Now recom
mending Me incredible MPM
Custom Speaker Systems. A.E
DEMO SALE. ESS Awl IB, 1900
reg., 5650/pr Pickering 053
headphones. 540 reg., now 025.
Sanyo TP 727 w.’Pick cart. $100
reg., now 1100.

(Count illne0aintetele 30 letters and apaces tot each linel

Mrnernum Three lines One Oar
SPITOOPI ree fall essurs, $2500

Announcements
Automotive
For Sole

PERSONAL Image Consultant. You
receive a 1 hour consultation
and portfolio detailing, a per
sona I color analysis, (your
dynamite colors, about 70 colors
per person, out of a set of SOO/,
fabric and metal suggestions,
make up colors. personal style
description, row to use your
colors, how to look at the latest
fashions and tell what sort of
thing is yours arid what isn’t. all
questions about your colors and
style answered. "Tress for
Success Method also discussed.
for men and women 540 cam
plete. Call Carol at 247 2504,
5,30 5 OOPM most evenings_

academic
"EXPERT
typist.
Correcting Selectric typewriter
Call Andrea, 923 4717."

LOOKING for a WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER? images by
John are expressions of love.
soft, elegant. and understood by
everyone For the finest wed
ding photography, call John
Paulson at 269 7937.

Each adrhhorwl an. add

EARN 84.00 an ho-u9 take Mune pay
doing odd lobs on Saturdays.
Call 251 8003.
GARDENER HANDYMAN to cut
grass, shrubs and general
outside clean-up. Work Saturdays or Sundays every other
mutt. 03.511 per hour. 298.9100,
Mrs. Emm.

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB.
Great guys and gals, fireplace.
color TV, kitchen, maid serv.,
piano, game room, parking, $32
per week share. 045-50/wk
single. 202 So. Ilth St. 293.7374.

Het, wanted
Lost end Found
Personals

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED

Services
Travel
Stereo

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95114
00111111MME

Dwane him Ebro Poor to nutAceonn
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No refund. on cancelled eels
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Media and law officials P
clash on investigations
By Kim Gardner
Investigation is a
primary tool of the news
media and law enforcement officials. But
when both try to do their
jobs, conflict often arises
between the two.
That conflict was the
topic of a speech Tuesday
by Donald Tamm, commander of the detention
livision, Santa Clara
County Sheriff Department, to a beginning news
writing class here.
Tamm, a 1959 law
enforcement graduate of
SJSU, explained the unwillingness of many law
enforcement officers to
talk with news reporters.
"Oftentimes we lofficers ) want to talk. Oftentimes we want it information) to get out, but
we want it to get out at a
different time."
Tanun, compared the
sometimes complex police
news media relationship of
today with the simpler
relationship the two had
twenty years ago.
"At this time we
ISanta Clara Valley) were
a small community. We
law enforcement ) grew up
with the media, he said.
’ ’When there wasn’t a lot of
activity, the press went
along with us on calls. A
comradery developed. As
we grew larger, we lost
that closeness.
"Sometimes law enforcement officers see the
news media as obstructions. An officer who
has to protect a crime
scene is not going to like a

press person getting in
there and doing his job."
Tamm upheld the
close scrutiny of
press
public officials, and spoke
of a new program at county
law enforcement accademies where cadets
learn about the newsman’s
role and vice versa.
"Of course, the press
gets their story come hell
or high water," Tarrun
They ( reporters)
said.
can be obnoxious. For
some, that’s their style.
The
particular
problem I see is that both
law enforcement and the
news media are getting
more sophisticated. Law
becomes
enforcement
more technologically
proficient. The news media
becomes
more
technologically
proficient." The investigative
television
program "60 Minutes"
with its hidden camers and
such, is an example of this
news-gathering proficiency, Tamm said.
"As the news media
gets more proficient, the
police officer gets more
defensive. Some stuff you
just don’t want to get out,
Tamm said.
In cases where Tamm
tippped off the press to
"stories that needed to be
told," he said his identity
was kept a secret by
reporters
involved.
Protection of sources is
important both to the press
as well as law enforcement
officers, Tamm stressed.
In a question and
answer period, Tamm

Bankrupt students
cut off from aid
A new tool has been put into the hands of school
financial aids offices.
According to Associate Director John Bradbury, of
SJSU’s Financial Aids Office, students who receive
National Direct Student Loans from the U.S. Department
of Health, Education and Welfare and file and receive
bankruptcy, may be cut off from all further financial or
work-study aids.
The new HEW rules, he said, allow schools to consider
students as having defaulted in their commitment to
repay government loans even though a court has ruled
they are bankrupt.
Most of the rules of the "interim final regulations," he
said, are administrative and won’t affect students.
Bradbury said he doesn’t know of any students
currently enrolled at San Jose State who have defaulted
on previous loans and could be disqualified for further aid
on those grounds.
The "interim" regulations, he said, will be rewritten
"within the next few months" to clarify the language used
in the present regulations.

covered topics ranging
from Santa Clara county
jails to sex offenders.
Tamm spoke on the
overcrowding
current
problem in county jails.
"As the population increases, county jails
don’t," Tamm stated.
County jails, as well as
all jails, also face the
problem of jail gangs
ganging up on other
prisoners, Tamm said.
Imprisoned sex offenders, particularly child
abuse offenders, are often
victims of such abuse,
Tarrun said.
"Jail is a microcosmof
society," Tamm said.
"There’s no difference
between those people
(prisoners) and the rest of
us. They’re just locked
up." As society places
certain types of people on
the "bottom rungs" of the
social ladder, so too does
the jail society. In jail, it’s
usually the sexual
"dissidents" who are put at
the bottom, Munn said.
"We have to isolate them
(sexual
dissidents)
because they might be
abused or they might abuse

MIDTERM

GRADES
A,

’100%,

- 71% C,

ANY COMMENTS

"Sound"
Investments
at BEST
Prices
AS SEEN ON
NFL FOOTBALL

SX 450

SX 780

GI) PIONEER

spartaguide
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will meet at 7 p.m.
today in the Business Classroom Building, 004.
SJSU German Club will meet at noon tomorrow at the
International Center, 360S. 11th St.

PIONEER’
FM/AM/FM Stereo Receiver with DC
power output of 45 watts per channel
minimum RMS at 8 ohms, 20-20,000 Hz
with no more than 0.05% total harmonic
distortion. Direct readout left/right channel
power meters.
959022EUX24.8gfi 22486 .
$350.00

FM/AM/FM Stereo Receiver with 15
watts per channel minimum RMS power at
8 ohms, from 20-20,000 Hz with no more
than 0 5% total harmonic distortion. FM
signal-to-noise ratio. 70dB (mono), 65dB
(stereo).
932884EUX r34-74 12377
$17500

EXPIRES
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AS SEEN ON
NFL FOOTBALL
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MEChA will meet at 12:30 today in the S.U. Costanoan
Room.
India Student Association will host a Hindi movie,
"Dharam Karam," at 5 p.m. Sunday in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
Theta Chi Fraternity will host an "After Game
Party" beginning at 10:30 p.m. tomorrow at 123 S. Ilth St.
Music by "Teaser."

II 78

EXPIRES

CARP will sponsor a dinner and lecture at 6 p.m.
today and tomorrow at 584S. 13th St. Cost of dinner is $2.

CTF 700

PLS18 OD PIONEER’
Auto-Return, Direct -Drive Turntable
features accurate DC servo motor, quick
start operation, wow and flutter: 0.03%
(WRMS), s/n ratio: 73dB (Din B).
949159EUX 1.4?-74- 12974
$19500

SJSU Spartan Basketball open practice session at 7:30
p.m. today in the Men’s Gym. This is a chance to meet the
1978-79 team and see them in action.

Cla PIONEER’
Stereo Cassette Tape Deck with dynamic
level meter, DC motor, wow/flutter. 0.05%
(WRMS), sin ratio: 64dB (Dolbyfi ),
25-17000 Hz
959057EUX291384. 24872 . . . $375.00
AS SEEN ON
NFL FOOTBALL

SPECIAL

SPECIAL
97784

87986

EXPIRES
i 11 78

SJSU Philosophy Department Student-Faculty
Colloquium will present Shivesh Taakur, philosophy
professor at the University of Surrey, who will read a
paper titled "Is Science Value Free?" Location will be
announced at 3 p.m., Home Economics Lounge.

Getting Through
F t1-1,1‘
g9T’,, /3

others."
Tamm added that
prisoners have one thing in
common. "They all will get
out i be released from jail).
When they get out, they’re
back with you. The way
people are treated in jail is
the way they’ll treat others
outside of jail," Tamm
said. There are exceptions
to this, he noted.
Prisoners face enough
degradation without this
added abuse by other
prisoners, Tamm said, as
by jail
well as abuse
personnel.
They (prisoners) eat
when we tell them to. They
visit when we tell them
they can. They go to the
bathroom when we tell
them to. That pretty much
is punishment."
Tan= has fired officers who mistreat
prisoners, and according to
him, has thus ruined their
careers.
When asked the best
way to rehabilitate offenders into living noncriminal lives, Tamm said
he had no solutions to the
problem. Unfortunately, he
said, crime is very
profitable.

by Van Dyke Roth
-I
FAIL TO SEE THE 6REAT
SI6NIFICANCE OF THIS TEST OR
A/VV OTHER IN DETERM/NING
WHAT I HAVE LEARNED
TH I S CLASS ’THUS

"TOUGH TOENA I L S ,
ZARDovS

HPm 100
GA PIONEER

.

CB10
2-Way Ported System Speaker contains
10" Megaflux Wooferfi and 21/2" cone
tweeter. Handles up to 100 watts max
RMS/channel. 40-18,000 Hz. 8 ohms.
191/2" high.
$135.00
705195E1(149994 7986

AR..

-

4 -Way, 4 -Driver Speaker System can be
used with receivers or amplifiers rated up to
200 watts per channel at 8 ohms,
30-25,000 Hz. 12" woofer, 4" midrange,
l/" tweeter and super tweeter. 26 3/8" high
932361EUX f9444 17784 Each $35000

SPIRES
11

PRAGUE STRING QUARTET
BRETISLAV NOVOTNY
KAREN PRII3YL

VIOLIN

VIOLIN

LUBOMIR MALY
VIOLA
JAN SIRC - CELLO
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PRO 4AAA

Professional Stereo Headphones with extra light
construction for maximum
comfort. Improved sound
response. 10-22,000 Hz.
4193 $75.00
959855EKE489

Deluxe Record Maintenance Kit includes record
preservative, buffer pad,
neutral PH factor cleaner
fluid and sponges.
$1499
942073EGD1’-RS-7 984

Professional Quality
Cassette Recording Tape
gives you 90 minutes recording time with superior
sound quality.
705160EBA360. 283. $479

8 PM

BEST

MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM

PRODUCTS

Tickets: $2.00 students, $6.00 general
Available from San Jose Box Office, BASS, and A.S. Business
Office.
For Information call 277-2807.

HOURS
CAMPBELL

SAN JOSE

MTN VIEW

Corner of Hamilton
San Tomes Expwy

Capitol Expressway
at Aborn Square

San Antonio Ctr
Facing California St

MON-FRI
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

10-9
10 6
125

